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GEOMETRIC INVARIANTS OF REPRESENTATIONS OF FINITE
GROUPS
ERIC M. FRIEDLANDER∗
Abstract. J. Pevtsova and the author constructed a “universal p-nilpotent
operator” for an infinitesimal group scheme G over a field k of characteristic
p > 0 which led to coherent sheaves on the scheme of 1-parameter subgroups of
G associated to a G-moduleM . Of special interest is the fact that these coher-
ent sheaves are vector bundles if M is of constant Jordan type. In this paper,
we provide similar invariants for a finite group τ which recover the invariants
earlier obtained for elementary abelian p-groups. To do this, we replace the
analogue of 1-parameter subgroups by a refined version of equivalence classes
of pi-points for kτ . More generally, we provide a construction of vector bundles
for the semi-direct product G ⋊ τ of an infinitesimal group scheme G and a
finite grooup τ .
A major motivation for this study is to further our understanding of the
relationship between representations of G(Fp) and G(r) associated to a finite
dimensional rational G-module M , where G is a reductive group with r-th
Fobenius kernel G(r). Using vector bundles, we extend and sharpen earlier
results comparing support varieties.
0. Introduction
As shown to us by Quillen [23], [24], the spectrum SpecH•(τ, k) of the even
dimensional cohomology of a finite group τ is an important invariant, where k is
a field of characteristic p for some prime p dividing the order of τ . (If p = 2, we
set H•(τ, k) = H∗(τ, k), the full cohomology algebra.) For τ = E ≃ Z/pZ×r,
an elementary abelian p-group of rank r, there is a natural map S•((JE/JE)
∗) →
H•(E, k) which induces a homeomorphism of prime ideal spectra, SpecH•(E, k) →
AJE/J2E
. Here, S•(V ) denotes the commutative, graded k algebra generated by V
and AJE/J2E ≡ SpecS
•((JE/JE)
∗) is the affine space associated to the vector space
JE/J
2
E. Much of this paper confronts the challenge posed by the observation that
there does not appear to be a “canonical” way to associate to a point in AJE/J2E a
p-nilpotent operator on kE-modules.
In contrast, if g is a p-restricted Lie algebra with restricted enveloping algebra
u(g), SpecH•(u(g), k) maps homeomorphically (i.e., is a map of schemes which
is a “p-isogoeny” in the sense of [23]) to the variety Np(g) of p-nilpotent ele-
ments of g (see [11], [30]). For any u(g)-module M , the action of g on M af-
fords the action of X on M for any X ∈ Np(g). In particular, if g = g⊕ra , the
commutative Lie algebra of dimension r over k with trivial p-restriction, then
u(g⊕ra ) = S
•(ǫ)/(Xp, X ∈ ǫ), where ǫ is the underlying vector space of g⊕ra . In this
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case, S•(ǫ∗) → H•(u(g⊕ra ), k) induces an isomorphism of reduced algebras yield-
ing the p-isogeny SpecH•(u(g⊕ra ), k)
≃
→ Aǫ. Thus, if we choose an isomorphism
kE ≃ u(g⊕ra ) (thereby identifying JE/J
2
E with ǫ), then we can associate p-nilpotent
operators on kE-modules to points of Aǫ. This is the approach taken by various
authors to associate vector bundles on projective spaces (namely, ProjS•(ǫ∗)) to
kE-modules of constant Jordan type (see [15], [2], [1]).
For a given elementary abelian p-group E, a choice of k-vector space split-
ting JE/J
2
E → JE of the quotient map JE → J
2
E determines an isomorphism
S•(JE/J
2
E) → kE and thus an isomorphism u(g
⊕r
a ) ≃ kE (where we have iden-
tified the underlying k-vector space of g⊕ra with JE/J
2
E). A reasonable splitting
is given once a choice of generating set {g1, . . . , gr} of E is made. Such a choice
determines the generating set {x1 = g1 − 1, . . . , xr = gr − 1} of the ideal JE
whose image {x1, . . . , xr} is a basis for JE/J2E . This is the approach used in the
past when investigating vector bundles associated to certain kE-modules as in [1],
[2].
Our “solution” to this lack of naturality of associating a p-nilpotent operator
to an element of JE/J
2
E is to replace S
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗) by S•(J∗E), thereby avoiding
the necessity of a choice of splitting. To the reader familiar with support varieties,
our construction is somewhat analogous to replacing J. Carlson’s cyclic shifted
subgroups [3] in the definition of support varieties for kE-modules by equivalence
classes of π-points considered by Pevtsova and the author for any finite group τ (see
[13]). We introduce a universal p-nilpotent operator which is natural with respect
to E, ΘE ∈ S•(J∗E) ⊗ kE. The operator ΘEdetermines a p-nilpotent operator
ΘE,M : S
•(J∗E)⊗M → S
•(J∗E)⊗M for each kE-moduleM . Taking kernels, images,
and cokernels of powers of the projective variant PΘE,M : OPJE⊗M → OPJE (1)⊗M
of ΘE,M provides coherent sheaves on PJE ≡ ProjS
•(J∗E). If M is a module
of constant Jordan type for E, then these coherent sheaves are vector bundles.
Proposition 3.3 shows how to recover from this construction the earlier construction
of vector bundles introduced in [15] using a choice of splitting of JE → JE/J2E .
In order to consider an arbitrary finite group τ , we introduce in Section 1 the com-
mutative k-algebra Aτ defined as the inverse limit of polynomial algebras S
•(J∗E)
indexed by elementary abelian p-subgroups E ⊂ τ and consider the affine k-scheme
Xτ = SpecAτ ≃ lim−→E
AJE equipped with the action of τ given by conjugation.
We also consider X
(2)
τ ≃ lim−→E
AJ2
E
and Yτ ≃ lim−→E
AJE/J2E
. The naturality of ΘE
enables the definition of the p-nilpotent operator Θτ ∈ Aτ ⊗ kτ . This determines
the p-nilpotent, τ -invariant Aτ -endomorphism Θτ,M of M ⊗ Aτ and its projective
variant PΘτ,M for any kτ -module M .
Associated to a finite dimensional kτ -module M , we construct τ -equivariant
coherent sheaves on PXτ in Theorem 2.16 by taking kernels, images, and cok-
ernels of iterates of PΘτ,M . For kτ -modules of constant j-rank, these coherent
sheaves restrict to τ -equivariant vector bundles on Uτ ≡ PXτ\PX
(2)
τ . Such τ -
equivariant vector bundles can be identified with vector bundles on the quotient
stack [Uτ/τ ]. The quotient scheme (PYτ )/τ is p-isogenous (and thus homeomorphic)
to ProjH•(τ, k). Thus, our construction of vector bundles on [Uτ/τ ] is analogous
to the construction in [12] and [13] of vector bundles on a scheme p-isogenous to
ProjH•(G, k) for an infinitesimal group scheme.
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In Section 4, we observe that the class in K0(Uτ ) of these bundles (forgetting
the action of τ) is somewhat accessible since the natural projection pτ : Uτ → PYτ
induces an isomorphism on Grothendieck groups of vector bundles.
For a reductive group G defined over Fp and a finite dimensional rational G-
module M , we revisit in Section 5 the challenge of comparing the restrictions of M
to G(Fp) and G(r) (the r-th Frobenius kernel of G). We relate our support variety
for the finite group G(Fp) to the support variety for G(1) (the p-nilpotent cone
Np(g) of g = Lie(G)) and then “lift” this relation to the support variety Vr(G)
of G(r). Our investigation refines and extends the original work of Z. Lin and D.
Nakano [18] proving “Parshall’s Conjecture” comparing the support varieties for
G(Fp) and G(1) and further work by various authors (e.g., [6] and [9]).
In Section 6, we combine the construction given in [15] of coherent sheaves asso-
ciated to finite dimensional G-modules for G infinitesimal with our construction for
finite groups. The result is a construction which yields vector bundles associated
to modules of constant Jordan type (or, more generally, of constant j-rank) for any
finite group scheme of the form G ⋊ τ , where G is an infinitesimal group scheme
and τ is a finite group. For k algebraically closed, every finite group scheme is of
this form.
Throughout this paper, p is a fixed prime, k a field of characteristic p, and τ is
a finite group of order divisible by p.
We thank Jesse Burke, Marc Hoyois, Julia Pevtsova, and Paul Sobaje for various
conversations which have helped shape this paper.
1. Xτ for a finite group τ
We begin this section with the following useful theorem of D. Ferrand which
we will apply to obtain various schemes associated to τ . The reader familiar with
cohomological support varieties can interpret these schemes as geometric variations
of SpecH•(τ, k).
Theorem 1.1. [7, 5.1] Consider a Cartesian square of commutative k-algebras
(1)
A1,2 A1oo
A2
q
OO
Aoo
OO
(i.e., A ≃ A1 ×A1,2 A2) and assume that q is surjective. Then
(2)
SpecA1,2
q

// SpecA1

SpecA2 // SpecA
is cocartesian (i.e., a push-out square) in the category of k-schemes (and q is a
closed immersion).
The following proposition extends Theorem 1.1 to certain colimits realized as
iterated push-out squares.
Proposition 1.2. Let C be a category whose set of objects is a finite collection
{Vi, i ∈ I} of subspaces of a fixed finite dimensional k-vector space V and whose
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maps are inclusions (commuting with the fixed k-linear embeddings Vi ⊂ V ). Let
AVi ≡ SpecS
•(V ∗i ) denote the affine k-space naturally associated to Vi.
(1) The finitely generated, commutative k-algebra lim
←−C
S•(V ∗i ) satisfies the prop-
erty that
Spec lim
←−
C
(S•(V ∗i )) ≃ lim−→
C
AVi ,
where the limit is taken in the catgory of k-algebras and the colimit is taken
in the category of k-schemes.
(2) The nilradical of lim←−C S
•(V ∗i ) is trivial, so that lim−→C AVi is reduced.
(3) For each j ∈ J , the canonical maps AVj → lim−→C
AVi and lim−→C
AVj →
SpecS•(V ∗) are closed immersions.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of V , which we may assume to
be spanned by the Vi; in other words, we may assume that V ≃ lim−→C
Vi, where the
limit is taken in the category of k-vector spaces. Let V0 ∈ C be chosen such that V0
contains some element not in the span V ′, the span of {Vi, 0 6= i}. If V0 = V , then
the assertions of the proposition are trivial, so we may assume that V0 is a proper
subspace of V . Denote by C′ the full subcategory of C whose objects are those of C
except V0, and set V
′ ≃ lim−→C′ Vi.
Observe that
(3)
lim
←−C′
S•((Vi ∩ V0)∗) S•(V ∗0 )oo
lim
←−C′
S•(V ∗i )
OO
lim
←−C
S•(V ∗i )
oo
OO
is Cartesian. By induction, the left vertical map of (3) is surjective which im-
plies that the right vertical map is surjective since (3) is Cartesian. Consequently,
Theorem 1.1 plus induction implies assertion (1). Equivalently, the following is a
push-out square of schemes
(4)
lim
−→C′
AVi∩V0

// AV0

lim
−→C′
AVi
// lim
−→C
AVi
Assertion (2) follows from the observation that the natural map lim
←−C
S∗(Vi) →∏
Vi∈C
S∗(Vi) is injective.
To prove the surjectivity of S•(V ∗) → lim
←−C
S•(Vi) as required in assertion (3),
we proceed once again by induction on the number of objects of C, so that the
assertion is assumed valid for the proper subspace V ′ ⊂ V . Choose a basis of
V consisting of elements x1, . . . , xm ∈ V ′\V0, elements y1, . . . , yn ∈ V ′ ∩ V0, and
elements z1 . . . , zℓ ∈ V0\V ′. Let the pair (f(x, y), g(y, z)) ∈ lim←−C′
S•(V ∗i )× S
•(V ∗0 )
restrict to an element in lim
←−C
S•((Vi∩V0)∗); thus, f(0, y) = g(y, 0) ∈ lim←−C′
S•((Vi∩
V0)
∗). Then f(x, y) + g(y, z) − h(y) ∈ S•(V ∗) maps to f(x, y), g(y, z), where h(y)
is the polynomial f(0, y) = g(y, 0). 
Let E ≃ Z/p×r be an elementary abelian p-group with identity element e, group
algebra kE, and augmentation ideal JE ⊂ kE with natural basis {g−e, e 6= g ∈ E}
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as a k-vector space. Our strategy is to replace the r-dimensional k-vector space
JE/J
2
E by the p
r − 1-dimensional space JE and/or the pair (JE , J2E).
Definition 1.3. For any finite group τ , we denote by E(τ) the category whose
objects are elementary abelian p-subgroups of τ and whose maps are inclusions. If
E ∈ E(τ) and x ∈ τ , we denote by Ex ⊂ τ the subgroup consisting of elements
xgx−1, g ∈ E and let cx : τ → τ denote conjugation by x sending g ∈ τ to
gx ≡ xgx−1. We also denote by cx : kE → kEx the induced map on group
algebras.
Conjugation determines the action
(5) τ × E(τ) → E(τ), (x,E) 7→ Ex.
The following proposition introduces the affine scheme Xτ for a finite group τ ,
specializing to the affine space of dimension pr−1, SpecS•(J∗E) ≡ AJE , for τ equal
to an elementary abelian p-group E of rank r.
Proposition 1.4. The algebra Aτ ≡ lim←−E∈E(τ)
S•(J∗E) is a finitely generated com-
mutative k-algebra with a natural grading induced by the grading on each symmetric
algebra S•(J∗E). Moreover, the affine k-scheme
Xτ ≡ SpecAτ = Spec( lim←−
E∈E(τ)
S•(J∗E))
equals the colimit in the category of schemes given by
Xτ ≃ lim−→
E∈E(τ)
AJE , AJE ≡ SpecS
•(J∗E).
Furthermore, Xτ is reduced (i.e., Aτ has no non-zero nilpotent elements).
A point of Xτ is a point of some affine space AJE , and thus a k-rational point
can be viewed as an element of JE for some E ∈ E(τ).
Proof. We apply Proposition 1.2 with C equal to the partially order set of vector
spaces {JE, E ∈ Eτ}, where each JE is a subspace of the vector space colimit
lim
−→E∈E(τ)
JE . This establishes most statements of the proposition. The action of τ
on Aτ arises from the action of τ on E(τ). The natural grading on each S•(J∗E) and
the fact that the restriction map S•(J∗E)→ S
•(J∗E′) is a graded map (i.e., preserves
gradings) for any E′ ⊂ E provide a grading on Aτ .
If E1, . . . , Es is a list of the maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups of the finite
group τ , then Xτ is obtained from the disjoint union
∐s
j=1 AJEj
by identifying the
images of AJEi∩Ej in AJEi and in AJEj . In particular, Aτ is a subalgebra of the
product algebra
∏s
j=1 S
•(J∗Ej ) and thus has no non-zero nilpotent elements.
The last statement concerning the representation of a k-rational point of Xτ as
an element of some JE is immediate from the description of Xτ as a colimit. 
The conjugation action of τ on E(τ) given by (5) determines an action of τ on
Xτ as a k-scheme (or, equivalently, on Aτ as a k-algebra). We proceed to make
this explicit.
Definition 1.5. Let E1, . . . , Es be a list of the maximal elementary abelian p-
subgroups of the finite group τ and represent an element f ∈ Aτ ⊂
∏s
j=1 S
•(J∗Ej )
by an s-tuple {hEj ∈ S
•(J∗Ej )}. For g ∈ τ , g ◦ f is defined on y ∈ JEj ⊂ Xτ by
(g ◦ f)(y) ≡ (g ◦ {hEj})(y) = hEj′ (cg−1(y)), Ej′ = (Ej)
g−1 .
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By replacing E 7→ JE by E 7→ JE/J2E , we verify with only notational changes
the following analogue of Proposition 1.4.
Proposition 1.6. The algebra Bτ ≡ lim←−E∈E(τ)
S•((JE/J
2
E)
∗) is a finitely gener-
ated commutative k-algebra with a natural grading induced by the grading on each
symmetric algebra S•((JE/J
2
E)
∗). Moreover, the affine k-scheme
Yτ ≡ SpecBτ = Spec lim←−
E∈E(τ)
S•((JE/J
2
E)
∗)
equals the colimit in the category of schemes given by
Yτ ≃ lim−→
E∈E(τ)
AJE/J2E
, AJE/J2E ≡ SpecS
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗).
Furthermore, Yτ is reduced. The projection JE ։ JE/J
2
E determines the τ-
equivariant map
pτ : Xτ → Yτ .
In considering vector bundles, it is more informative to consider the projectiviza-
tions PXτ , PYτ of Xτ , Yτ as constructed in the following proposition. These are
related by maps
PXτ ←֓ PXτ\PX
(2)
τ → PYτ
where
(6) A(2)τ ≡ lim←−
E∈E(τ)
S•((J2E)
∗), X(2)τ ≡ SpecA
(2)
τ .
Proposition 1.7. Set PXτ ≡ Proj(Aτ ) and set PYτ ≡ Proj(Bτ ). These are
colimits in the category of schemes
PXτ ≃ lim−→
E∈E(τ)
PXE , PYτ ≃ lim−→
E∈E(τ)
PYE
equipped with an action of τ as in Defintion 1.5.
Proof. We consider PXτ ; the proof of the assertion for PYτ requires only notational
changes. Let 0 6= z ∈ lim−→E∈E(τ)(PXE)(k) and let E0 be the smallest element in Eτ
such that z ∈ (PXE0)(k). Let FE0 ∈ J
∗
E0
⊂ S•(J∗E0) be some homogeneous polyno-
mial of degree 1 satisfying the conditions that FE0(z) 6= 0 whereas (F
∗
E0
)|JE′ = 0
for all proper subgroups E′ ⊂ E0. For example, we could take Fz equal to the
product indexed by E′ ⊂ E0 each of whose factors is a choice of linear form with
zero locus AE′ in AE0 . We define Fz ∈ Aτ to be the element (homogeneous, of de-
gree 1) whose image in S•(J∗E) is given by the image of FE0 under the composition
J∗E0 → (JE∩E0)
∗ → J∗E , where the first map is induced by the homomorphism
E ∩ E0 → E0 and the second map is the dual of the map which sends the basis
element (g−e0) of JE to 0 if g /∈ E0∩E and to the same named element of JE0 ∩JE
if g ∈ E0 ∩ E. Thus, Fz ∈ Aτ ≡ lim←−E∈E(τ)
S•(J∗E) maps to 0 in S
•(J∗E) if and only
if z /∈ E.
Observe that Aτ [1/Fz] can be identified with (lim←−E0⊂E
S•(J∗E)[1/Fz]) and that
Ferrand’s Theorem implies that
Uz ≡ Spec(Aτ [1/Fz])0 = Spec lim←−
E0⊂E
(S•(J∗E)[1/Fz])0
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is the scheme-theoretic colimit of affine schemes and closed immersions. We define
the sheaf of regular functions on lim
−→E∈E(τ)
Proj(S•((JjE)
∗)) by using the evident
identification of the images of (Aτ [1/Fz])0 and(Aτ [1/Fz′ ])0 in Aτ [1/FzFz′ ])0. So de-
fined, lim
−→E∈E(τ)
Proj(S•((JE)
∗)) is isomorphic as a local ringed space to Proj(Aτ ).
To show that PXτ ≡ Proj(Aτ ) equipped with the natural maps PXE → PXτ , E ∈
E(τ) is the colimit in the category of schemes, we consider a compatible family of
maps PXE → Z for varying E ∈ E(τ) with Z an arbitrary k-scheme. We must
show that this data uniquely determines a map PXτ → Z. Such a map is deter-
mined by its restrictions to each open subset Uz ⊂ PXτ ; similarly, the restrictions
to the pre-images of Uz of a compatible family determine the family. Thus, Propo-
sition 1.4 with Aτ replaced by Aτ [1/Fz] for all z ∈ PXτ implies that PXτ is the
scheme-theoretic colimit lim
−→E∈E(τ)
(PXE). 
In the following proposition we shall consider
(7) Uτ ≡ PXτ\PX
(2)
τ .
For the definition of Uτ , we observe that E
′ ⊂ E implies that J2E′ = JE′ ∩ J
2
E and
thus induces a closed immersion UE′ → UE .
Proposition 1.8. The quasi-projective variety Uτ is the scheme-theoretic colimit
lim−→E∈E(τ){UE}. The map pτ : Xτ → Yτ induces a τ-equivariant map of schemes
pτ : Uτ → PYτ .
For each elementary abelian p-subgroup E ⊂ τ , a choice of splitting of the map
JE → JE/J
2
E determines a splitting sE : PYE → UE which composes with the
inclusion UE → Uτ to induce a map sE : PYE → Uτ whose composition with pτ
is the canonical inclusion PYE → PYτ :
(8)
Uτ
pτ

PYE
sE
;;
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
→֒
// PYτ .
Consequently, pτ is surjective.
Proof. One readily verifies that both Uτ and lim−→E∈E(τ)
{UE} represent the same
open subfunctor of PXτ .
We define the projection pE : UE → PYE to be the projection off the linear
subspace PX
(2)
E ⊂ PXE . This is natural with respect to inclusions E
′ → E. Thus,
we obtain the quotient map pτ : Uτ → PYτ once we identify each PYE as the
quotient space of the projection pE .
Writing JE = J
2
E ⊕ JE/J
2
E (as k-vector spaces) enables us to view
PXE = ProjS
•((J∗E) ≃ ProjS
•((J2E)
∗)#ProjS•((JE/J
2
E)
∗) = PX
(2)
E #PYE ,
the union of projective lines in PXE from a point of PX
(2)
E to a point of PYE . The
projection pE sends a point on such a line ℓ other than the point ℓ ∩ PX
(2)
E to the
point ℓ∩PYE . Observe that the intersection of the linear subspaces PX
(2)
E and PYE
in PX
(2)
E #PYE is empty. We define sE : PYE → UE as the inclusion of PYE in
PX
(2)
E #PYE . 
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Remark 1.9. The proof of Proposition 1.4 supplemented by the proof of Propo-
sition 1.7 shows that the colimit of schemes PXτ ≃ lim−→E(τ)
PXE in Proposition 1.7
is constructed as iterated push-outs of squares of the form
(9)
PXE′

// W

PXE // Z
where PXE′ → PXE is a closed linear embedding of projectives spaces and PXE′ →
W is a closed immersion (see (4)).
The colimit PYτ ≃ lim−→E(τ)
PYE is constructed as iterated push-out squares
of the same form with XE replaced by YE , and the colimit Uτ ≃ lim−→E(τ)
UE
as iterated pushout squares with PXE′ → PXE replaced by the closed immer-
sion PXE′\PX
(2)
E′ → PXE\PX
(2)
E . The latter map is closed since the image of
PXE′\PX
(2)
E′ in PXE\PX
(2)
E is the intersection of PX
(2)
E′ and PXE\PX
(2)
E inside
PXE because J
2
E′ is the intersection of JE′ and J
2
E inside JE .
Corollary 1.10. For each elementary abelian p-subgroup E ⊂ τ , a choice of split-
ting of the map JE → JE/J
2
E determines a splitting sE : PYE → UE which composes
with the inclusion UE → Uτ to induce a map sE : PYE → Uτ whose composition
with pτ is the canonical inclusion PYE → PYτ :
(10)
Uτ
pτ

PYE
sE
;;
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
→֒
// PYτ .
Consequently, pτ is surjective.
Proof. Given the splitting JE = J
2
E ⊕ JE/J
2
E (as k-vector spaces), we define
sE : ProjS
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗)→ ProjS•((J∗E) ≃ ProjS
•((J2E)
∗)#ProjS•((JE/J
2
E)
∗)
by sending 〈y0, . . . , yN 〉 to 〈0, . . . , 0, y0, . . . , yN 〉. 
We can construct other schemes associated to τ in a manner strictly analogous
to the constructions of Xτ , Yτ , PXτ , PYτ and Uτ . We omit the verification of
these analogous constructions as summarized in the next proposition.
Proposition 1.11. We may replace E ∈ E(τ) 7→ JE in the construction of Xτ
and PXτ by E ∈ E(τ) 7→ J
j
E for some j, 1 < j < p, yielding schemes X
(j)
τ and
PX
(j)
τ . In the special case τ = E, for example, X
(j)
E = AJj
E
≡ SpecS•((JjE)
∗).
The quotient maps S•((JjE)
∗)→ S•((Jj+1E )
∗), 1 < j < p−1 for E ∈ E(τ) induce
closed immersions PX
(j+1)
τ ⊂ PX
(j)
τ equivariant under the action of τ , with open
complement
U
(j)
τ ≡ PX
(j)
τ \PX
(j+1)
τ
mapping naturally to Proj(lim
←−E∈E(τ)
S•((JjE/J
j+1
E )
∗)).
Remark 1.12. The natural τ -equivariant embeddings PX
(j)
τ →֒ PXτ provide a
filtration of PXτ by closed subschemes.
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The fibre of pτ : Uτ → PYτ above a point x ∈ PYτ can be described as follows.
Let {E1, . . . , Es } be the set of elementary abelian subgroups of τ with the property
that x ∈ PYEi ⊂ PYτ . Then p
−1
τ (x) is the quotient of
∐s
i=1AJ2Ei
by the equivalence
relation in which a point of AJ2
Eℓ
is identified with its image in AJ2
Ei
whenever
Eℓ ⊂ Ei.
The following proposition incorporates a fundamental theorem of D. Quillen [23,
7.1]. (The action of τ on SpecH∗(τ, k) is trivial.)
Proposition 1.13. There are natural (with respect ot τ), τ-equivariant, surjective
maps
Xτ → Yτ → SpecH
•(τ, k)
equivariant with respect to τ (where τ acts trivially on SpecH∗(τ, k)); the map
(Yτ )/τ → SpecH•(τ, k) is a p-isogeny (denoted
≈
→).
These maps induce surjective maps
Uτ
pτ
→ PYτ → (PYτ )/τ
≈
→ ProjH•(τ, k),
contravariantly functorial with respect to inclusions of finite groups.
Proof. The map Yτ → SpecH•(τ, k) is the colimit with respect to E ∈ E(τ)
of maps of schemes induced by the compositions of restriction maps H∗(τ, k) →
H∗(E, k) followed by the p-isogenies H•(E, k)
≃
→≃ H•(E, k)red ≃ S•((JE/J2E)
∗).
Let E˜(τ) denote the category whose objects are elementary abelian p-subgroups of τ
and whose maps are compositions of inclusions E′ →֒ E with isomorphismsE
∼
→ Ex
given by conjugation by some x ∈ τ . Then Quillen’s theorem [23, 7.1] tells us that
the natural map H•(τ, k)→ lim
←−E˜(τ)
H•(E, k) is a “p-isogeny” (i.e., has kernel and
cokernel whose elements have some p-th power 0) (see [24, 8.10]). We verify by
inspection that the natural map (lim←−E(τ)H
•(E, k))τ → lim←−E˜(τ) SpecH
•(E, k) is
an isomorphism, thereby implying the homeomorphism
(11) (Yτ )/τ = Spec((Bτ )
τ )
≈
→ SpecH•(τ, k).
To verify the naturality with respect to τ , we observe that a homomorphism
φ : σ → τ of finite groups induces a map of partially order sets E(σ)→ E(τ) and thus
a map of commutative k-algebras Bτ → Bσ: for each F ∈ E(σ), the composition
Bτ → Bσ → S∗((JF /J2F )
∗) is given by the projection Aτ → S∗((Jφ(F )/J
2
φ(F ))
∗)
followed by the surjective map S∗((Jφ(F )/J
2
φ(F ))
∗) → S∗((JF /J2F )
∗). This applies
equally to determine Aτ → Aσ. A similar argument shows that the embedding
Bτ → Aτ determining Xτ → Yτ is also natural in τ .
The natural maps H•(τ, k) → H•(E, k) induced by E ⊂ τ in E(τ) are graded,
thereby inducing
PYτ = lim−→
E(τ)
PYE → ProjH
•(τ, k).
This map factors through (PYτ )/τ
≈
→ ProjH•(τ, k), since the action of τ on
ProjH•(τ, k) is trivial. The construction τ 7→ PYτ is natural with respect to
injective group homomorphisms φ : σ → τ is injective; the injectivity condition iof
φ mplies that F → φ(F ) is an isomorphism for all F ∈ E(σ) so that we may apply
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Proj to the graded maps S∗((Jφ(F )/J
2
φ(F ))
∗) → S∗((JF /J2F )
∗). Thus, we obtain
embeddings of colimits
lim
−→
F∈E(σ)
PYF → lim−→
E∈E(τ)
PYE , lim−→
F∈E(σ)
UF → lim−→
E∈E(τ)
UE .

2. τ-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on Xτ and PXτ
We begin this section with a few generalities about τ -equivariant sheaves on
a scheme, with τ an arbitrary discrete group. Beginning with Definition 2.5, we
return to the context of Section 1 in which τ is finite. In Definition 2.5, we introduce
the operator Θτ ∈ Aτ ⊗ kτ , our analogue of the universal p-nilpotent operator
ΘG ∈ k[Vr(G)]⊗ kG for an infinitesimal group scheme G of height ≤ r (as in [29]).
As defined in Definition 2.7, Θτ determines an Aτ -linear map
Θτ,M : Aτ ⊗M → Aτ ⊗M
for any kτ -moduleM ; we verify that Θτ,M is p-nilpotent and τ -equivariant. Taking
kernels, cokernels, and images of Θjτ,M for some j 1 ≤ j < p, leads to coherent
sheaves on Xτ (see Theorem 2.14) and on PXτ (see Theorem 2.16). If M has
constant j-type, then these coherent sheaves associated to Θjτ,M are vector bundles
(i.e., locally free coherent sheaves).
Definition 2.1. Let X be a k-scheme and G a group scheme over k with multi-
plication m : G×G→ G. An action of G on X is the data of an action morphism
(over k) µ : G×X → X satisfying the usual identities required for a group action.
Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on such a k-scheme X equipped with a G-action
over k. The structure of a G-equivariant sheaf on F consists of an isomorphism of
sheaves on G×X
φF : µ
∗F
∼
→ p∗F
where p : G × X → X is the projection onto the second factor; φ is required to
satisfy the conditions that its restriction to {e} ×X is the identity on F and that
its pull-backs via 1 × µ,m × 1 : G × G ×X → G ×X are suitably related. We
may view φF as the data for each “point” g of the group scheme G an OX -linear
map φF,g : µ
∗
g(F )→ F .
A map ψ : F → F ′ of G-equivariant, quasi-coherent sheaves on X is a map
of quasi-coherent sheaves which commutes with the G action in the sense that
φF ′ ◦ µ∗(ψ) = p∗(ψ) ◦ φF .
Remark 2.2. A G-equivariant, quasi-coherent sheaf on a k-scheme X equipped
with the action of a group scheme G is equivalent to a quasi-coherent sheaf on the
quotient stack [X/G].
For a discrete group τ , we can view a τ -equivariant, quasi-coherent sheaf F on
X (equipped with an action of τ) as follows. As a scheme τ × X is the disjoint
union
∐
g∈τ
gX where each gX is a copy of X . For each open subset U ⊂ X , the
isomorphism φF : µ
∗F
∼
→ p∗F restricts to an isomorphism of OX(gU)-modules
φg,U : F (
gU)
∼
→ F (U), where gU ⊂ X is the open subset of points x ∈ X such
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that gx ∈ U . The conditions of Definition 2.1 are that φ1,U is the identity and that
φh·g,U = φg,U ◦ φh,gU .
A map f : F → F ′ of τ -equivariant, quasi-coherent sheaves on X is a map of
of quasi-coherent sheaves determining commutative squares for each open subset
U ⊂ X and each g ∈ τ :
(12)
F (gU)
f|gU

φg,U // F (U)
f|U

F ′(gU)
φ′g,U
// F ′(U).
If ψ : F → G is a map of τ -equivariant, quasi-coherent sheaves onX , then the kernel
and cokernel of ψ in the category of quasi-cohoerent sheaves are both τ -equivariant.
Example 2.3. If X is a scheme equipped with a τ -action, then the structure
sheaf OX is naturally τ -equivariant. For any open U ⊂ X and any g ∈ τ , we
define φg,U : OX(
gU)→ OX(U) by sending f ∈ OX(
gU) to g(f) ∈ OX(U), where
g(f)(y) = f(g−1y).
Moreover, ifM is a kτ -module, then OX⊗M has the natural structure of a (free)
quasi-coherent, τ -equivariant OX -module. The action of g ∈ τ sends the simple
tensor f ⊗m ∈ (OX ⊗M)(gU) to g(f)⊗ g ·m ∈ (OX ⊗M)(U). For h ∈ OX(g(U),
h(f⊗m) = h(f)⊗m ∈ (OX⊗M)(gU) is sent by the action of g ∈ τ to g(h(f))⊗g ·m
which equals the action of φU,g(h) on g(f)⊗ g ·m.
Example 2.4. If X = SpecA for some finitely generated, commutative k-
algebra equipped with an action of τ on A by k-algebra automorphisms, then a
τ -equivariant, quasi-coherent OX -module is equivalent (by taking global sections
on X) to an A-module M equipped with a group action of τ on M as a k-vector
space such that g(a ·m) = g(a) ·g(m). In other words, φg,X :M →M satisfies the
condition that φg,X(a ·m) = φg,X(a) · φg,X(m). A τ -equivariant map ψ :M →M ′
of τ -equivariant A-modules is an A-module homomorphism satisfying the condition
that ψ(φg,X (m)) = φg,X(ψ(m)).
We reformulate such τ -equivariant A-modules using the non-commutative k-
algebra A#kτ , the “smash” or “semi-direct” product of the Hopf algebra kτ and
the left kτ -module algebra A as in [21, 4.1.2]. The multiplication in A#kτ is given
by
(f1#x1)(f2#x2) = f1 · x1(f2)#x1x2, f1, f2 ∈ A, x1, x2 ∈ τ.
For any kτ -module M , we have an A#kτ -module structure on A⊗M
• : (A#kτ) ⊗ (A⊗M) → A⊗M, (f#x) • (h⊗m) = f · x(h)⊗ xm.
Given this A#kτ -action on A⊗M , the action of A on A⊗M is A-linear and the
action of τ on A⊗M is given by (x ∈ τ, f ⊗M ∈ A⊗M) 7→ x(f)⊗ xm.
In what follows, we shall be especially interested in the special case of Example
2.4 in which A = Aτ , the commutative k-algebra introduced in Proposition 1.4 for
a finite group τ . We view Aτ ⊗ M as a τ -equivariant Aτ -module as above. In
particular, Aτ ⊗ kτ is a τ -equivariant Aτ -module.
Definition 2.5. Consider some g ∈ τ, gp = e, g 6= e. We define (g − e)∨ ∈
lim
←−E∈E(τ)
J∗E as follows: the projection of (g − e)
∨ to J∗E is the linear function on
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JE sending the basis element x−e ∈ JE to 1 if x = g and sending the basis element
x− e to 0 if g 6= x ∈ E.
We define
(13) Θτ ≡
∑
g∈τ,gp=e
(g − e)∨ ⊗ (g − e) ∈ lim
←−
E∈E(τ)
J∗E ⊗ kτ ⊂ Aτ ⊗ kτ,
where Aτ ≡ lim←−E∈E(τ)
S•(J∗E) is introduced in Proposition 1.4.
Let ξ : Aτ → K be a K-point of Xτ lying in AJ(E) ⊂ Xτ , thus factoring
through an algebra map S•(J∗E) → K, (g − e)
∨ 7→ ag−e for some pr − 1-tuple
{ag−e} ∈ (AJE )(K) (where r = rank(E)). We denote by
(14) Θτ,ξ ≡
∑
g∈E
ag−e · (g − e) ∈ KE ⊂ Kτ,
the specialization of Θτ along ξ, and we set
αξ : K[u]/u
p → Kτ, u 7→ Θτ,ξ.
Remark 2.6. The preceding definition in the special case τ = E = Z/p×r,
ΘE ≡
∑
g∈E
(g − e)∨ ⊗ (g − e) ∈ S•(J∗E)⊗ kE,
does not seem consistent with the formulation of Θ
G
×r
a(1)
given in [15],
Θ
G
×r
a(1)
≡
r∑
i=1
Xi ⊗ xi ∈ k[V (G
×r
a(1))]⊗G
×r
a(1).
Let {g1, . . . , gr} be a minimal set of generators of E and consider the isomorphism
kG×ra(1)
∼
→ kE, xi 7→ gi − e
where we have identified kG×ra(1) with k[x1, . . . , xr]/(x
p
i ). Sending gi − e to gi − e
determines the k-linear map sE : JE/J
2
E → JE and thus a map of affine vari-
eties sE : AJE/J2E → AJE . Restricting ΘE ∈ S
•(J∗E) ⊗ kE along sE : S
•(J∗E) →
S•((JE/J
2
E)
∗), we obtain the operator corresponding to Θ
G
×r
a(1)
under this equiva-
lence of group algebras.
Definition 2.7. For any kτ -module M , we define the Aτ -linear map
Θτ,M : Aτ ⊗M → Aτ ⊗M 1⊗m 7→
∑
g∈τ,gp=e
(g − e)∨ ⊗ (gm−m).
.
Proposition 2.8. For any kτ-module M , Θτ,M : Aτ ⊗ M → A ⊗ M is τ-
equivariant; in other words, Θτ,M is an endomorphism of Aτ ⊗M as an A#kτ-
module.
Moreover, the restriction of Θτ,M along some geometric point ξ : Aτ → K,
Θτ,M,ξ : K ⊗M → K ⊗M, m 7→
∑
g∈E
ag−e ⊗ (g − e)(m),
is given by the action of Θτ,ξ ∈ Kτ of (14) on the Kτ-module K ⊗M .
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Proof. Let h ∈ τ . We verify that h ◦ (g− e)∨ = (gh− e)∨ by comparing values on
g′ − e for all g′ ∈ τ . Thus, applying h to (Θτ,M )(f ⊗m) gives
h ◦ (
∑
(g − e)∨f ⊗ (gm−m)) =
∑
(gh − e)∨ · h(f)⊗ (hg(m)− hm).
On the other hand, applying (Θτ,M ) to h(f ⊗m) = h(f)⊗ hm gives∑
(g − e)∨ · h(f) ⊗ (gh(m) − hm) which equals the previous expression once we
re-index the sum by gh rather than g.
The description of Θτ,M,ξ follows from the explicit description of (g − e)
∨ and
the fact that extension along ξ : Aτ → K is achieved by evaluating elements of
Aτ . 
Remark 2.9. It is reasonable to consider the Jordan type of α∗ξ(Aτ⊗M) ∈ K[u]/u
p
to be the local Jordan type of the τ -module M at ξ ∈ Xτ . As observed in Propo-
sition 2.8, this is the Jordan type of the endomorphism Θτ,M,ξ. Upon identifying
a k-rational point of Xτ with an element u of some JE , we can identify the local
Jordan type of M at u with the Jordan type of u ∈ kτ as an endomorphism of the
kτ -module M .
The naturality with respect to τ of Θτ,M is described in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.10. Let φ : σ → τ be a homomorphism of finite groups and consider
a kτ-moduleM together with its restriction to kσ. Then Θjσ,M is the extension along
Aτ → Aσ of Θ
j
τ,M .
Consequently, there are natural σ-equivariant homomorphisms of Aσ-modules
ker{(Θτ,M)
j} → ker{(Θσ,M )
j}
and similar homomorphisms with kernel replaced by cokernel or image.
Proof. Let φ∗ : Aτ → Aσ denote the map of k-algebras induced by φ. For g ∈ τ
not in the image of φ, φ∗((g− e)∨) = 0; on the other hand, if g = φ(h) with hp = e,
then φ∗((g − e)∨) = (h− e)∨. Thus, if M is a τ -module and m ∈M , then
Θσ,M (m) =
∑
h∈σ,hp=e
(h− e)∨ ⊗ (h ·m−m)
is the image of Θτ,M(m) under the base change map φ
∗ ⊗ 1 : Aτ ⊗M → Aσ ⊗M
as stated in the first assertion of the proposition for j = 1. For j > 1, we iterate
this argument.
The naturality of Aσ⊗Aτ (−) determines the commutative diagram whose upper
row (respectively, lower row) is an exact sequence of τ -equivariant Aτ (resp., σ
equivariant Aσ) modules
(15)
0 // ker{(Θτ,M )j} // Aτ ⊗M
(Θτ,M )
j
//

A⊗M

0 // ker{(Θσ,M )j} // Aσ ⊗M
(Θσ,M)
j
// Aσ ⊗M
and thus determines a map of Aσ-modules ker{(Θτ,M )j} → ker{(Θσ,M )j}. The
fact that φ∗ : Aτ → Aσ is σ-equivariant implies that this map is a σ-equivariant
map of Aσ-modules.
A similar argument applies with kernel replaced by cokernel or image. 
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We shall utilize the following useful criterion for a coherent sheaf F on a reduced
Noetherian scheme X to be locally free (i.e., a vector bundle over X); this is stated
as an exercise in [17, II.5.ex5.8] and a proof is given in [15, 4.11].
Proposition 2.11. Let X be a reduced Noetherian scheme and F a coherent sheaf
on X. For each point x ∈ X, let OX,x denote the stalk at x of the structure
sheaf OX , let F(x) denote stalk at x of F , and let k(x) denote the residue field of
OX,x.Then F is locally free if and only if
dimk(x)(F(x) ⊗OX,x k(x)) = dimk(y)(F(y) ⊗OX,y k(y))
whenever x, y lie in the same connected component of X.
Our first application of Proposition 2.11 is the following proof that Θτ,M is
p-nilpotent.
Proposition 2.12. For any finite dimensional kτ-module M , the endomorphism
Θτ,M : Aτ ⊗M → Aτ ⊗M of Definition 2.7 is p-nilpotent.
Proof. We consider the short exact sequence
(16) 0→ im{Θpτ} → Aτ ⊗M → coker{Θ
p
τ} → 0
and its specializations
(17) im{Θpτ,x} → k(x)⊗M → coker{Θ
p
τ,x} → 0
at points x ∈ Xτ . Since Θpτ,x = 0 for all x ∈ Xτ , (17) implies that the dimen-
sion of coker{Θpτ,x} as a k(x)-vector space equals dimk(M). By Proposition 2.11,
coker{Θpτ} is locally free; thus, (16) is locally split, On the other hand, special-
ization at generic points of Xτ is exact, so that the vanishing of Θ
p
τ,x at generic
points implies that the locally split Aτ -submodule im{Θpτ,x} of the free Aτ -module
Aτ ⊗M must be 0. Thus, Θpτ,x = 0. 
We recall that Kτ is a (left) flat KE-module for any E ∈ E(τ) and that αξ :
K[u]/up → KE is flat if and only if αξ(u) ∈ JE\J2E which is the case if and only if
ξ is a point of Xτ\X
(2)
τ
Definition 2.13. A kτ module M is said to be of constant j-rank if the rank of
αj : M ⊗K →M ⊗K is independent of choice of a flat map of K-algebras of the
form α : K[u]/up → KE ⊂ Kτ with E ∈ E(τ) and field extension K/k.
A kτ module M is said to be of constant Jordan type if the Jordan type
α∗KM as a K[u]/u
p-module is independent of flat map of K-algebras of the form
α : K[u]/up → KE ⊂ Kτ with E ∈ E(τ) and field extension K/k. A kτ module M
is of constant Jordan type if and only if it is of constant j-rank for each j, 1 ≤ j < p.
Theorem 2.14. If M is a finite dimensional τ-module of constant j-rank, then
the restrictions to Xτ\X
(2)
τ of the τ-equivariant, coherent sheaves on Xτ
ker{(Θτ,M)
j}, coker{(Θτ,M )
j)}, im{(Θτ,M)
j}
are τ-equivariant vector bundles.
Consequently, if M is a finite dimensional τ-module of constant Jordan type,
then these coherent sheaves on Xτ\X
(2)
τ are τ-equivariant vector bundles for any
j, 1 ≤ j < p.
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Proof. The fact that the kernel, cokernel, and image of (Θτ,M )
j are τ -equivariant,
coherent sheaves on Xτ arises from the fact that τ -equivariant, coherent sheaves
on Xτ (i.e., Aτ#kτ -modules) form an abelian category and that (Θτ,M )
j is τ -
equivariant.
To show that ker{(Θτ,M )j}, coker{(Θτ,M )j)}, im{(Θτ,M)j} restricted toXτ\X
(2)
τ
are vector bundles if M has constant j-rank, it suffices by Proposition 2.11 to show
that the fiber ker{(Θτ,M)j}⊗Aτ k(x) (respectively, coker{(Θτ,M )
j)⊗Aτ k(x)}; resp.
im{(Θτ,M)j} ⊗Aτ k(x)) has dimension independent of x ∈ Xτ\X
(2)
τ . By defini-
tion of constant j-rank, the dimension of im{(Θτ,M)j} ⊗Aτ k(x) is independent of
x ∈ Xτ\X
(2)
τ .
Consider the short exact sequences of sheaves:
0→ ker{(Θτ,M)
j} → OXτ ⊗M → im{(Θτ,M)
j)} → 0
0→ im{(Θτ,M)
j} → OXτ ⊗M → coker{(Θτ,M )
j)} → 0.
Restricted to some neighborhood of x ∈ Xτ\X
(2)
τ , im{(Θτ,M)
j} is free so that the
upper sequence splits upon restriction to this neighborhood; thus, ker{(Θτ,M )j} is
also locally free upon restriction to Xτ\X
(2)
τ . Observe that the kernel and cokernel
of a linear endomorphism of a finite dimensional vector space over a field have the
same dimension. Thus, applying Proposition 2.11 once again we conclude that the
restriction to Xτ\X
(2)
τ of coker{(Θτ,M )j) is also locally free. 
We proceed to formulate the projective version of Θτ ; as defined, PΘτ is a τ -
invariant global section of the coherent sheaf OPXτ (1)⊗ kτ , the first Serre twist of
the free OPXτ -module (of rank equal to the order of τ) on PXτ . We recall that Aτ
is graded, and that the vector space of global sections Γ(PXτ ,OPXτ (n)) of OPXτ (n)
equals (Aτ )n, the summand of Aτ of elements homogeneous of degree n.
In what follows, we implicitly use a theorem of J.-P Serre which enables us to
replace a coherent sheaf F on PXτ by the graded Aτ -module
⊕
n≥0 Γ(Xτ ,F(n))
(see [17, 5.15]) sinceAτ is finitely generated, graded k-algebra generated by elements
of degree 1.
Definition 2.15. We define
PΘτ ≡
∑
g∈τ,gp=e
(g − e)⊗ (g − e)∨ ∈ (Aτ )1 ⊗ kτ = Γ(PXτ ,OPXτ (1)⊗ kτ).
For any kτ -module M , we define
PΘτ,M : OOPXτ ⊗M → OPXτ (1)⊗M
as in Definition 2.5, now viewed as a map from the graded Aτ ⊗kτ -module Aτ ⊗M
to the graded kτ ⊗Aτ -module (Aτ ⊗M)[−1].
The following theorem is the projective version of Theorem 2.14.
Theorem 2.16. Let M be a finite dimensional kτ-module. Then PΘτ,M of Defini-
tion 2.15 is a map of τ-equivariant, coherent sheaves on PXτ whose p-th iteration,
(PΘτ,M)
p : OOPXτ ⊗M → OPXτ (p)⊗M , is 0.
For any j, 1 ≤ j < p, the kernel ker{(PΘτ,M)j} ⊂ OOPXτ ⊗M , the cokernel
OOPXτ (j)⊗M ։ coker{(PΘτ,M )
j)}, and the image im{(PΘτ,M)j} ⊂ OOPXτ (j)⊗
M are τ-equivariant, coherent sheaves on PXτ .
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If M is a finite dimensional τ-module of constant j-rank, then the restrictions
to Uτ ≡ PXτ\PX
(2)
τ ⊂ PXτ of
ker{(PΘτ,M )
j}, coker{(PΘτ,M )
j)}, im{(PΘτ,M)
j}
are τ-equivariant vector bundles.
Moreover, if φ : σ → τ is an inclusion of finite groups, then
Φ∗(ker{(PΘτ,M )
j}) = ker{(PΘσ,M )
j}
(and similarly with ker{−} replaced by coker{−} or im{−}) for any finite dimen-
sional τ-module M , where Φ : Uσ → Uτ is the closed immersion induced by
φ.
Proof. The p-nilpotence of PΘτ,M follows from the fact that Θ
p
M : Aτ⊗M → Aτ⊗M
is 0 as shown in Proposition 2.12. The fact that the kernel, cokernel, and image
of (PΘτ,M)
j are τ -equivariant, coherent sheaves on Xτ arises from the fact that τ -
equivariant, coherent sheaves on PXτ form an abelian category and that (PΘτ,M )
j
is τ -equivariant.
Assume that M has constant j-rank. As in the proof of Proposition 1.7, let
Ux ≡ Spec(Aτ [1/Fξ])0 be an affine open neighborhood of some point ξ ∈ Uτ . We
essentially repeat the proof of Theorem 2.14 by first observing that im{(PΘτ,M)j)}
is locally free restricted to Spec(Aτ [1/Fξ])0 by definition of constant j-rank and
Proposition 2.11. We then use the short exact sequences of sheaves on PXτ :
0→ ker{(PΘτ,M )
j} → OUτ ⊗M → im{(PΘτ,M)
j)} → 0
0→ im{(PΘτ,M)
j} → OUτ (j)⊗M → coker{(PΘτ,M )
j)} → 0
to conclude that both ker{(PΘτ,M)j} and coker{(PΘτ,M )j)} are locally free when
restricted to Uτ .
The naturality statement with respect to an inclusion φ : σ → τ of finite groups
follows from Proposition 2.10 granted that the inclusion φ determines Φ : Uσ →
Uτ . 
Remark 2.17. Following [2], we should also consider subquotients of the form
ker{PΘj+1τ,M}∩im{PΘ
i−j−1
τ,M }/ker{PΘ
j+1
τ,M}∩im{PΘ
i−j
τ,M}+ker{PΘ
j
τ,M}∩im{PΘ
i−j−1
τ,M }
to obtain further vector bundles associated to kτ -modules of constant Jordan type.
3. Example of τ = E, an elementary abelian p-group
We recall from [13, 7.5] that ProjH•(τ, k) is isomorphic to the scheme Π(τ)
of equivalence classes of “π-points of τ”, where a π-point of τ is a flat map αK :
K[u]/up → Kτ of K-algebras factoring through an abelian subgroup for some
field extension K/k; each equivalence class of π-point is represented by a flat map
factoring through the group algebra of some E ⊂ τ . As mentioned earlier, for
an elementary abelian p-group E and a field extension K/k, a K-algebra map
K[u]/up → KE is flat if and only if u is sent to an element of JE\J2E.
The map PYτ = lim−→E∈E(τ)
PYE → ProjH•(τ, k) is induced by the maps
PYE → ProjH•(τ, k) for E ∈ E(τ) which are defined as follows. An equivalence
class of π-points represented by a non-zero element of u ∈ (JE/J2E)⊗K is sent to
the intersection with H•(τ, k) of the kernel of the map in cohomology induced by
αK : K[t]/t
p → KE, t 7→ u (see [13]). These maps are compatible with inclusions
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E′ → E. Since every π-point of kτ is equivalent to one of this form, the map
PYτ → ProjH•(τ, k) is surjective. Since τ acts trivially on H•(τ, k), this map
factors as
PYτ ։ (PYτ )/τ → ProjH
•(τ, k).
The following proposition makes explicit the map S•(J∗E) → S
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗)
induced by the section sE : JE/J
2
E → JE associated to a choice of basis for E.
Proposition 3.1. Let E ≃ Z/p×r be an elementary abelian p-group with basis
g1, . . . , gr ∈ E. Thus, the natural quotient map JE → JE/J2E sends g
c1
1 · · · g
cr
r −e ∈
JE to
∑r
i=1 ci(gi − e) ∈ JE/J
2
E.
The choice {g1, . . . , gr} of basis for E determines the section
sE : JE/J
2
E → JE , gi − e 7→ gi − e.
The induced restriction (quotient) map S∗(J∗E)→ S
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗) sends (g − e)∨ to
(gi − e)
∨
if g = gi for some i and to 0 otherwise.
Proof. The image of
(gi · g
c1
1 · · · g
cr
r − e)− (gi − e)− (g
c1
1 · · · g
cr
r − e) = (gi − e)(g
c1
1 · · · g
cr
r − e)
in JE/J
2
E is 0, so that the formula for the image of g
c1
1 · · · g
cr
r −e follows by induction
on c =
∑
i ci ≥ 1, ci ≥ 0.
The identification of the restriction map S∗(J∗E) → S
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗) induced by
sE is quickly checked by observing that the value the dual vector (h − e)∧ on the
basis {g − e; e 6= g ∈ E} is equal to 1 if h = g and 0 if h 6= g (see Remark 2.6). 
One can interpret the next proposition as saying that the construction of coherent
sheaves in Theorem 2.16 refines the construction introduced in [15] for infinitesimal
group schemes in the special case of G×ra(1) (whose group algebra is isomorphic
to kZ/p×r). The reader is referred to [2] and [1], where many examples of vector
bundles on projective spaces Pr−1 are investigated arising from modules of constant
Jordan type for elementary abelian p-groups E = Z/p×r.
Notation 3.2. We simplify the notation of [15]. For any infinitesimal group scheme
G of height ≤ r, any G-module M , and any integer j, 1 ≤ j < p, we use (PΘG,M )j
in place of the notation ((Θ˜G)
j ,M ⊗OProj k[Vr(G)]) of [15, defn 4.6].
Proposition 3.3. let E ≃ Z/p×r be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of τ and
choose elements g1, . . . , gr ∈ E which generate E. Let sE : PYE → UE be the split-
ting of pE : UE → PYE given by this basis (see 8). Then for any finite dimensional
kE-module M , the pull-backs along sE of the coherent sheaves
ker{(PΘE,M )
j}, coker{(PΘE,M )
j)}, im{(PΘE,M)
j}
on Uτ are naturally identified with the corresponding coherent sheaves
ker{(PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
,M )
j}, coker{(PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
,M )
j}, im{(PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
,M )
j}
on Projk[V (G×ra(1))] constructed in [15], where M is given the structure of a G
×r
a(1)-
module using the isomorphism
(18) kE
∼
→ kG×ra(1) ≡ k[x1, . . .r]/(x
p
i ), gi 7→ xi + 1
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Proof. We identify YE with SpecH
•(E, k). Consider
s∗E(PΘE) ∈ Γ(PYE ,OPYE (1)⊗ kE),
where PΘE ∈ Γ(PXE ,OPXE (1)⊗ kE) is given in Definition 2.15. We employ the
isomorphism (18) inducing a p-isogeny
PYE
≃
→ ProjH•(G×ra(1), k) ≡ ProjS
•(g∗⊕ra ).
This isomorphism sends s∗E(PΘE) to
PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
∈ Γ(OProjS•(g∗⊕ra )(1)⊗ kG
r
a(1))
as formulated in [15, Defn 4.6].
Utilizing the isomorphism (18) to identify modules for kE and for kG×ra(1), we
easily verify that the isomorphism (18) leads to an identification of
s∗E(PΘE,M ) :M ⊗OPXE →M ⊗OPXE (1)
with
PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
,M :M ⊗OProjS•(g∗⊕ra ) →M ⊗OProjS•(g∗⊕ra )(1).
In particular, we conclude the asserted identification of coherent sheaves on PYE
and ProjS•(g∗⊕ra ). 
Remark 3.4. One might consider conditions on a finite dimensional kτ -module
M which are analogues of the condition that M have constant j-rank for some
j, 1 ≤ j < p. For example, one might require M to have the property that the
rank of u as an endomorphism of M is independent of the choice of u ∈ JjE\J
j+1
E
and E ∈ E(τ), a seemingly stronger condition on M than having constant j-rank.
This condition should imply that im{Pτ,M} restricted to U
(j)
τ ≡ PX
(j)
τ \PX
(j+1)
τ is
a vector bundle.
We understand the algebraic K-theory of projective spaces, but there are many
difficult questions which remain unanswered about existence and properties of vec-
tor bundles on projective spaces (as opposed to their stable equivalence classes).
The remainder of this section reflects this lack of understanding.
Question 3.5. Consider E ≃ Z/p×r and a kE-module M of constant j-rank. Are
the isomorphism classes of the vector bundles
s∗E(ker{(PΘE,M )
j}), s∗E(coker{(PΘE,M )
j)}), s∗E(im{(PΘE,M)
j})
(see Proposition 3.3) independent of the choice of generators {g1, . . . , gr} for E?
Since the construction of the coherent sheaves on UE
ker{(PΘE,M )
j}, coker{(PΘE,M )
j)}, im{(PΘE,M)
j}
is independent of choice of basis for E, Question 3.5 can be equivalently formulated
in terms of the dependence on the choice of section sE(−) of the isomorphism class
of pull-backs of vector bundles on UE .
We provide a related question whose answer escapes us.
Question 3.6. Fix a given section sE : PYE → UE of pE : UE → PYE and
consider two kE-modules M and M ′ of constant j-rank. If
s∗E({ker{(PΘE,M )
j}) ≃ s∗E({ker{(PΘE,M ′)
j})
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as vector bundles on PYE, then are ker{P(ΘE,M)j}, ker{P(ΘE,M ′)j} isomorphic
as vector bundles on UE?
Of course, one can ask the same question for cokernel and image vector bundles.
As shown in Proposition 3.8, these question have an affirmative answer if we
replace isomorphism class of vector bundle by stable equivalence class (i.e., class in
the Grotherdieck group K0).
Proposition 3.7. Consider pE : UE = PXE\PX2E → YE as in Proposition 1.13
for some elementary abelian p-group E ≃ Z/p×r.
(1) pE : UE → PYE is the map of schemes V ec(OPYE(−1))
⊕N )→ PYE associ-
ated to the vector bundle (OPYE (−1))
⊕N , where N = dim(J2E) = p
r−1− r.
(2) Let sE : PYE → UE be a section of pE : UE → PYE as in Corollary 1.10.
There exists a map Ψ : UE×A1 → UE over PYE such that ΨUE×{1} = idUE
and ΨUE×{0} = sE ◦ pE.
(3) Let sE , s
′
E : JE/J
2
E → JE be two sections of the quotient JE ։ JE/J
2
E
with associated sections sE , s
′
E : PYE → UE. Then there is a map SE :
PYE ×A1 → Uτ over PYE whose restriction to PYE × {0} is sE and whose
restriction to PYE × {1} is s′E.
.
Proof. Using the isomorphism PXE ≃ PX
(2)
E #PYE determined by a splitting of
0 → J2E → JE → JE/J
2
E → 0, we readily observe that pE : UE → PYE is the
structure map (as a map of schemes) of a direct sum of line bundles; we easily
check that each of these line bundles is isomorphic to OPYE (−1).
We define Ψ : UE × A1 → UE over PYE as follows. Choose linear coordinate
functions Y1, . . . , YN spanning the global sections of OPX(2)
E
(1) and linear coordi-
nate functions X1, . . .Xr spanning the global sections of OPYE (1). Over Vi = PYE−
Z(Xi) we define Ψ(〈b1, . . . , bN , a1, . . . , ar〉, s) with ai 6= 0 to be 〈sb1, . . . , sbN , a1, . . . , ar〉.
This clearly patches on the open covering {Vi} of PYE to determine Ψ with ΨUE×{1} =
idUE and ΨUE×{0} = sE ◦ pE. This implies the second assertion.
Fix a splitting s0 : JE/J
2
E → JE and set AH = S
•(Homk(JE/J
2
E, J
2
E)
∗). We
may parametrize the splittings of JE ։ JE/J
2
E by AH , a map h ∈ Homk(JE/J
2
E , J
2
E)
corresponding to the splitting s0 + h. Define ∆ : PYE × AH → UE to be the map
sending the point (〈a1, . . . , ar〉, h) ∈ PYE ×AH to the point 〈(s0+h)1(a), . . . , (s0+
h)N (a), a1, . . . , ar〉 ∈ UE . Let ℓ : A1 → AH be the line with ℓ(0) = sE − s0 and
ℓ(1) = sE′ − s0. Then SE = ∆|PYE×ℓ(A1) provides the map asserted in the third
statement. 
We recall that K0(X) of a scheme X is the Grothendieck group of locally free,
coherent OX -modules; more explicitly, K0(X) is the free abelian group on the set
of isomorphism classes of locally free, coherent OX -modules modulo the relations
[E] = [E′] + [E′′] associated to short exact sequences 0 → E′ → E → E′′ → 0.
It is useful to observe that K0(X) admits a natural ring structure given by tensor
product of OX -modules. If X = SpecA for a commutative ring A, then K0(X)
is the group completion of the abelian monoid of finitely generated, projective A-
modules.
Passing from isomorphism classes of modules to their classes in K0 loses consid-
erable information. One example of this is that the computation of K0(P
n) is well
known (isomorphic as a ring to Z[t]/tn+1, generated as an abelian group by the
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line bundles OPn ,OPn(1), · · · ,OPn(n). This stands in contrast to the long-standing
geometric challenge of establishing the existence (or proving the non-existance) of
indecomposable vector bundles on Pn of rank at least 2 and less than n− 1; there
are very few sporadic results addressing this problem.
We also recall that K ′0(X) of a scheme X is the Grothendieck group of co-
herent OX -modules; more explicitly, K0(X) is the free abelian group on the set
of isomorphism classes of locally free, coherent OX -modules modulo the relations
[F ] = [F ′] + [F ′′] associated to short exact sequences 0→ F ′ → F → F ′′ → 0.
Proposition 3.8. The maps
p∗E : K∗(PYE) → K∗(UE), p
∗
E : K
′
∗(PYE) → K
′
∗(UE)
are isomorphisms.
In particular, the class in K0(P
r−1) of ker{(PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
,M )
j} for a kE-module M of
constant j-rank (as considered in [15]) does not depend upon the choice of generators
for E.
Proof. The isomorphisms p∗E are consequences of Quillen’s homotopy invariance
theorem for K ′ as given in [22, Prop 4.1] together with Proposition 3.7(1).
Because the construction of ker{(PΘE,M} does not depend upon a choice of gen-
erators for E, the class of ker{(PΘE,M} in K0(UE) forM a kE-modules of constant
j-rank, Theorem 2.16 implies that the class of ker{(PΘ
G
×r
a(1)
,M )
j} in K0(PYE) ≃
K0(UE) also does depend upon a choice of generators for E. 
4. Classes in K-theory
In this section, we briefly investigate the maps in K-theory and K ′-theory given
by taking kernels, cokernels, and images of the maps Θjτ,M and PΘ
j
τ,M . Here, τ is
an (arbitrary) finite group, M is a finitely generated kτ -module, and j is a positive
integer with 1 ≤ j < p. As an introduction to equivariantK-theory, we recommend
the survey article [19] by A. Merkurjev.
We begin by introducing the following notation. We restriction our attention to
K0,K
′
0, even though the formalism of higher algebraic K-theory applies.
Notation 4.1. We recall the following Grothendieck groups. To avoid technicali-
ties, we shall consider only Noetherian schemes.
(1) Rk(τ) (the Green ring of kτ) is the group completion of the abelian monoid
of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional (left) kτ -modules.
(2) K0(kτ) is the group completion of the abelian monoid of isomorphism
classes of finitely generated, projective (left) kτ -module.
(3) For a scheme X equipped with an action of τ , K0(τ ;X) is the Grothendieck
group of τ -equivariant, locally free, coherent OX -modules defined as the
free abelian group on the set of isomorphism classes of such τ -equivariant,
locally free, coherent OX -modules modulo the relations [M] = [M1] +
[M2] associated to short exact sequences of such modules of the form 0→
M1 → M → M2 → 0. The ring K0(τ ;X) (with multiplication given by
tensor product) is contravariant in X and admits an evident restriction
map for subgroups τ ′ →֒ τ.
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(4) For a scheme X equipped with an action of τ , K ′0(τ ;X) is the Grothendieck
group of τ -equivariant, coherent OX -modules defined as the free abelian
group on the set of isomorphism classes of such τ -equivariant, coherent
OX -modules modulo the relations [F ] = [cF1] + [F2] associated to short
exact sequences of such modules of the form 0 → F1 → F → F2 → 0.
Tensor product gives K ′0(τ ;X) the structure of a module over K0(τ ;X).
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.16
Proposition 4.2. Consider a finite group τ and a finite dimensional kτ-module
M . Then associating to M the coherent sheaf ker{PΘjτ,M} on PXτ as in Theorem
2.16 determines a group homorphism
κj : Rk(τ) → K
′
0(τ ;PXτ ), 1 ≤ j < p
which is contravariantly functorial with respect to injective maps σ → τ . A similar
statement applies if ker{PΘjτ,M} is replaced by coker{PΘ
j
τ,M} or im{PΘ
j
τ,M}.
Associating to a finite dimensional, projective kτ-module P the vector bundle
defined as the restriction to Uτ ⊂ PXτ of ker{PΘ
j
τ,P} similarly determines group
homomorphisms (natural with respect to inclusions of finite groups σ → τ)
κj : K0(kτ) → K0(τ : Uτ ), 1 ≤ j < p.
Once again, a similar statement applies if ker{PΘjτ,P} is replaced by coker{PΘ
j
τ,P}
or im{PΘjτ,P}.
Proof. We restrict our attention to ker{PΘjτ,M}; the arguments for coker{PΘ
j
τ,M}
and im{PΘjτ,M} are essentially identical.
To establish κj : Rk(τ) → K ′0(τ ;PXτ ), 1 ≤ j < p, it suffices to observe that
the natural (with respect to M) construction of ker{PΘjτ,M} commutes with direct
sums.
The same argument applies to establish κj : K0(kτ) → K0(τ ;Uτ ), 1 ≤ j < p,
since exact sequences of projective kτ -modules are always split. 
Our major tool in investigating K0 is the following straight-forward consequence
of J. Milnor’s patching construction [20, §2].
Proposition 4.3. The push-out squares of Remark 1.9 which determine the colimit
description PXτ ≃ lim−→E(τ)
PXE assure that the data of a vector bundle Eτ on PXτ is
equivalent to the data of a vector bundle EE on each PXE together with compatible
isomorphisms for each pair of E′′ ⊂ E, E′′ ⊂ E′ in E(τ) of the restrictions of
EE , EE′ to PXE′′ .
Strictly analogous statements are valid for the colimit description of PYτ ≃
lim
−→E(τ)
PYE and Uτ ≃ lim−→E(τ)
UE.
Proof. The assertion of patching follows from Milnor’s patching results. Namely,
these results are extended to push-out squares of the form (9) in Remark 1.9 which
involve projective varieties by observing that one can patch locally by restricting
to affine open coverings. One then argues inductively to extend the patching from
push-out squares to colimits indexed by E(τ) by realizing these colimits as iterated
pushouts of the form (9). 
Using Proposition 4.3 and Milnor’s Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence [20, 3.3] we
obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.4. Restriction maps determine τ-equivariant isomorphisms
K0(PXτ )
∼
→ lim
←−
E∈E(τ)
K0(PXE), K0(PYτ )
∼
→ lim
←−
E∈E(τ)
K0(PYE), K0(Uτ )
∼
→ lim
←−
E∈E(τ)
K0(UE)
where the limits are taken in the category of abelian groups.
Moreover, push-forward map maps determine τ-equivariant isomorphisms
lim
−→
E∈E(τ)
K ′0(PXE)
∼
→ K ′0(PXτ ) lim−→
E∈E(τ)
K ′0(PYE)
∼
→ K ′0(PYτ ), lim−→
E∈E(τ)
K ′0(UE)
∼
→ K ′0(Uτ ).
Consequently, pτ : Uτ → PYτ induces a τ-equivariant monomorphism
(19) pτ∗ : K0(Uτ )
∼
→ K0(PYτ ).
Proof. The τ -equivariance of the asserted isomorphisms arises from naturality of
the restriction maps and of the maps K0(−)→ K ′(−).
Milnor’s Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence applied to push-outs
(20)
PXE′

// W

PXE // Z,
as in Remark 1.9 takes the following form
K1(PXE )⊕K1(W ) → K1(PXE′)→ K0(Z) → K0(PXE)⊕K0(W ) → K0(PXE′)→ 0.
Since K1(PXE ) → K1(PXE′) is split surjective, these exact sequences yield split
short exact sequences
(21) 0→ K0(Z) → K0(PXE )⊕K0(W ) → K0(PXE′)→ 0
which we view as pull-back squares of abelian groups
(22)
K0(Z)

// K0(PXE)

K0(W ) // K0(PXE′).
In other words, the push-out squares of schemes of the form (9) yield pull-back
squares of abelian groups. This implies the identification of K0(Xτ ) as the abelian
group obtained by iterated pull-back squares of the form (22) which we identify as
lim
←−E∈E(τ)
K0(PXE).
The arguments for PYτ or Uτ in place of PXτ are the same, except for notational
changes. We obtain the asserted isomorphism p∗τ : K0(PYτ )
∼
→ K0(Uτ ) as the
colimit of the isomorphisms p∗E : K0(PYE)
∼
→ K0(UE) of Proposition 3.8.
To establish the τ -equivariant isomorphism lim
−→E∈E(τ)
K ′0(PXE)
∼
→ K ′0(PXτ )
we consider once again push-out squares of the form (20). We consider the map of
localization exact sequences
(23)
K ′1(PXE\PXE′) //
≃

K ′0(PXE′)

// K ′0(PXE) //

K ′0(PXE\PXE′) //
≃

0
K ′1(Z\W ) // K
′
0(W )
// K ′0(Z) // K
′
0(Z\W ) // 0
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with indicated isomorphisms arising from the isomorphism of schemes PXE\PXE′
∼
→
Z\W . By homotopy invariance of K ′∗(−), we conclude that K
′
1(PXE\PXE′) →
K ′0(PXE′) is the zero map. Thus, (23) determines a map of short exact sequences.
A simple diagram chase now implies that the middle square of (23) is a push-out
square of abelian groups. Moreover, we verifiy inductively (on the building of PXτ
as iterated push-out squares) thatK ′0(PXE)→ K
′
0(Z) (as well asK
′
0(W )→ K
′
0(Z))
is injective.
Finally, observe that for E′ ⊂ E that J2E′ = J
′
E∩J
2
E so that UE′ → UE is a closed
immersion (and therefore induces a push-forward map on K ′0(−)). Consequently,
we can construct Uτ as an iterated push-out of proper maps
(24)
UE′

// WU

UE
// ZU .
Wemay thus repeat the argument for the τ -equivariant isomorphism lim
−→E∈E(τ)
K ′0(PXE)
∼
→
K ′0(PXτ ) to conclude the τ -equivariant isomorphism lim−→E∈E(τ)
K ′0(UE)
∼
→ K ′0(Uτ )

We employ the isomorphisms of Proposition 3.8 for elementary abelian p-groups
E together with Theorem 4.4 to conclude the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5. For any finite group τ , pτ : Uτ → PYτ induces τ-equivariant
isomorphisms
(25) p∗τ : K0(PYτ )
∼
→ K0(Uτ ), pτ∗ : K
′
0(PYτ )
∼
→ K0(Uτ ).
Proof. We obtain the asserted isomorphisms using the squares
(26)
K0(PYτ )
≃

p∗τ // K0(Uτ )
≃

lim←−E∈E(τ)K0(PYE)
≃ // lim←−E∈E(τ)K0(UE),
(27)
lim
−→E∈E(τ)
K ′0(PYE)
≃

≃ // lim
−→E∈E(τ)
K ′0(UE)
≃

K ′0(PYτ )
p∗τ // K ′0(Uτ ),
whose vertical isomorphisms are given by Theorem 4.4 and whose isomorphisms
involving limits are given by the isomorphisms of Proposition 3.8 and their natu-
rality. 
The isomorphisms K0(PYτ )
∼
→ lim
←−E∈E(τ)
K0(PYE) and lim−→E∈E(τ)
K ′0(PYE)
∼
→
K ′0(PYτ of Theorem 4.4 easily imply the following corollary once one recalls the
construction of limits and colimits of diagrams of abelian groups.
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Corollary 4.6. Let τ be a finite group and let E1, . . . Es be a list of the maximal
elementary abelian p-subgroups of τ . Then the natural maps
K0(PYτ ) →
s⊕
i=1
K0(PYEi), K0(Uτ ) →
s⊕
i=1
K0(UEi)
are injective, and the natural maps
s⊕
i=1
K ′0(PYEi)→ K
′
0(PYτ ),
s⊕
i=1
K ′0(UEi)→ K
′
0(Uτ )
are surjective.
5. XG(Fp) → Np(g)
In this section, we consider the finite group τ = G(Fp) of Fp-rational points of a
(connected) reductive algebraic group G defined over Fp with restricted Lie algebra
g and Frobenius kernels G(r). For a given reductive group G, we require that the
prime p be “suitable” for G in order to utilize the exponential map exp : Np(g)→
Up(G) constructed by Sobaje, a “Springer isomorphism” with good properties. As
a first step, we reframe the work of Carlson, Lin, and Nakano in [6] using our
constructions of previous sections. Proposition 5.6 relates τ to G(1) (or equivalently,
to the restricted Lie algebra u(g)) by exhibiting a τ -equivariant isomorphism Lτ :
Yτ
∼
→ Yg. In order to deepen this relationship by considering G(r) for r > 1, we
next construct in Proposition 5.7 the natural map ℓ
(r)
E : XE → Vr(E), providing
a relationship between XE for an elementary abelian p-group E and the variety
Vr(E) of 1-parameter subgroups of the associated vector group E. The naturality
of our constructions allows us to construct ι
(r)
τ : Xτ → Vr(G) in Proposition 5.12
which refines the relationship established for r = 1. Theorem 5.13 utilizes ι
(r)
τ to
compare the vector bundles constructed for τ -modules in Theorem 2.16 to those
construction by Pevtsova and the author on Projk[Vr(G)] for certain rational G
modules.
We begin by constructing analogues for Lie algebras of the constructions given
in Section 1 for finite groups. We remark in passing that the Weil restriction
RFq(G ⊗ Fq) of G is a reductive group over Fp whose group of Fq points equals
G(Fq), q = p
d. Thus, as in [8] (see also [9]), much of the following discussion
applies to finite groups of the form G(Fq).
The Lie algebra g of G is the base change g = gFp ⊗ k of the Lie algebra of
GFp . We shall utilize the (finite) partially ordered set E(gFp) of elementary Lie
subalgebras ǫFp ⊂ gFp ordered by inclusion. We recall that an elementary Lie
algebra over k is a finite dimensional vector space ǫ over k with 0 Lie bracket and 0
p-th power operation. The restricted enveloping algebra u(ǫ) of such a Lie algebra
is the truncated polynomial algebra S•(ǫ)/(Xp, X ∈ ǫ), isomorphic to the group
algebra kE of an elementary abelian p-group of rank equal to the dimension of ǫ.
Proposition 5.1. Define
Bg ≡ lim←−
ǫ∈E(gFp )
S•((ǫ ⊗Fp k)
∗).
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This is a finitely generated commutative k-algebra (depending contravariantly on g)
equipped with a natural grading and a (conjugation) action by τ . We further define
Yg ≡ SpecBg = lim−→
ǫ∈E(gFp )
Yǫ, Yǫ ≡ SpecS
•((ǫ ⊗Fp k)
∗) ≡ Aǫ.
So defined, Yg admits a natural τ-equivariant embedding into Np(g), the closed
subvariety of Ag consisting of p-nilpotent elements. (On Np(G), τ acts via the
restriction of the adjoint action of G on Np(g).)
Proof. The grading of Bg and the statement that Yg is the indicated colimit in
the category of schemes is proved exactly as in the proof of Proposition 1.4. The
actions of τ on Bg and Yg are induced by the action of τ on E(gFp).
By definition, ǫ ⊗Fp k is embedded in g as a restricted subalgebra for each ǫ ∈
E(gFp) and thus is embedded in Np(g). Since both Yg and Np(g) are stable under
the conjugation action of τ , this embedding is τ -invariant. 
Remark 5.2. The dimension of Yg equals the maximum of the dimensions of
the elementary subalgebras ǫFp ∈ E(gFp) which is typically much smaller than
dim(Np(g)). For example, if G = GL2n, then the maximal elementary abelian p-
subgroups of GL2n(Fp) have rank n
2 where the dimension of Np(gl2n) is 4n
2− 2n.
In what follows, we shall require G to satisfy the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 5.3. Assume that G is a reductive algebraic group over k defined over
Fp such that p is “suitable” for G in the sense of [9, Defn 1.9]. Namely, p is suitable
for G if
• p does not divide π1(H) for any factor H of [G,G] of type Aℓ;
• p 6= 2 if some factor H of [G,G] is of type Bℓ, Cℓ or Dℓ, p 6= 2;
• p 6= 2, 3 if some factor H of [G,G] is of type G2, F4, E6 or E7;
• p 6= 2, 3, 5 if some factor H of [G,G] is of type E8, p 6= 2, 3, 5.
Under the conditions of Hypothesis 5.3, the following theorem of P. Sobaje gives a
good understanding of “Springer isomorphisms” as we now recall. In the statement
below, Up(G) is the closed subvariety of G whose k-points are the elements x ∈ G(k)
with xp = e.
Theorem 5.4. (P. Sobaje [28, Thm 3.4]; see also [27]) For G as in Hypothesis 5.3,
there is a unique G-equivariant bjjection
exp : Np(g)
∼
→ Up(G)
which is suitably behaved when restricted to unipotent radicals of parabolic subgroups
of G of nilpotence class < p. Moreover, exp satisfies
(1) [X,Y ] = 0 ⇐⇒ (exp(X), exp(Y )) = 1.
(2) exp is defined over Fp.
(3) If [X,Y ] = 0, then exp(X + Y ) = exp(X) · exp(Y ).
Using the Springer isomorphism of Theorem 5.4, J. Warner established the fol-
lowing theorem. In fact, Warner’s theorem looked at the enriched categories (con-
sidered by Quillen in [24]) with the same objects but more maps (namely, inclusions
followed by adjoint actions).
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Proposition 5.5. (J. Warner [31, 3.2.5]) The Springer isomorphism of Theorem
5.4 induces an equivalence of categories with τ-action whose inverse we denote by
ℓ : E(τ)
∼
→ EFp(g).
The following proposition is a recasting of [6] (see also [13]).
Proposition 5.6. For E ∈ E(τ), we define
ℓE : JE → ǫE ⊗ k,
∑
g∈E
ag(g − e) 7→
∑
g∈E
agℓ(g)
where ǫE ≡ ℓ(E). Then, ℓE sends J
2
E to 0, therefore determining the isomorphism
LE : JE/J2E
∼
→ ǫE ⊗ k.
The colimit indexed by E(τ) of the associated maps of k-schemes
LE : YE ≡ AJE/J2E → Aǫ ≡ Yǫ
is a τ-equivariant isomorphism
Lτ : Yτ
∼
→ Yg.
So defined, Lτ determines a τ-equivariant embedding
(28) Pιτ : PYτ →֒ Proj(k[Np(g)]).
Proof. The map ℓE was constructed in [12, 5.8]. The fact that ℓE(J
2
E) = 0 follows
from the properties of exp and thus of ℓE given in Theorem 5.4 and the identity
(29) (gh− e) = (g − e) + (h− e) + (g − e)(h− e) ∈ JE .
Namely, we conclude that the element (g−e)(h−e) ∈ J2E is sent via ℓE to ℓE(gh)−
ℓE(g)− ℓE(h) = 0.
The isomorphism of colimits follows from the isomorphism of indexing categories
given in Proposition 5.5. The fact that this isomorphism is τ invariant follows from
the observation that the τ actions arise from the actions of τ on EFp(g) and E(τ)
and that these are τ equivalent by Proposition 5.5.
Finally, Pιτ is given as the projectivization of the composition of Lτ and the
embedding Yg →֒ Np(g) of Proposition 5.1. 
As shown in [29], the variety Vr(Ga(r)) of 1-parameter subgroups of height r of
Ga is naturally isomorphic to Spec k[X
(0), . . . , X(r−1)]: each 1-parameter subgroup
Ga(r) → Ga given by a map k[T ]→ k[T ]/T
pr sending T to a polynomial of the form
p(T ) = c0T+c1T
p+· · ·+cr−1T p
r−1
; the function X(i) ∈ k[X(0), . . . , X(r−1)] is given
the grading determined by the action of A1 on Vr(Ga(r)) sending s ∈ A
1(k), p(T ) ∈
Vr(Ga(r)) to the 1-parameter subgroup corresponding to the polynomial p(sT ).
With this grading, X i has “weight” pi.
In the next proposition, we extend Proposition 5.6 to provide a graded map
ℓ
(r)
E : AJE → Vr(E) lifting ℓ
(1)
E ≡ ℓE : JE → ǫE ⊗ k.
Proposition 5.7. Fix some r > 0. Let E be an elementary abelian p-group of rank
s, set EFp ≃ G
×s
a,Fp
, set ǫEFp = Lie(EFp), E = EFp ⊗ k. We identify E with the Fp-
points of EFp , and choose a basis g1, . . . , gs for E, setting xj = gj−e ∈ JEFp/J
2
EFp
≃
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ǫEFp . We identify Vr(E) with the polynomial algebra k[X
(i)
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 0 ≤ i < r]
with grading given by wt(X
(i)
j ) = p
i. We define
(30) ℓ
(r)
E : XE ≡ AJE → Vr(E), (ℓ
(r)
E )
∗(X
(i)
j ) = ((gj − e)
∨)p
i
.
So defined, ℓ
(r)
E satisfies the following properties:
(1) ℓ
(r)
E (a(gi − e)) = (axi, a
pxi, . . . , a
pr−1xi) for any a ∈ k.
(2) ℓ
(r)
E (J
2
E) = 0, so that ℓ
(r)
E factors through YE .
(3) The composition of ℓ
(r)
E with the restriction map Vr(E) → Vr−1(E) equals
ℓ
(r−1)
E .
(4) If E′ ⊂ E, then ℓ
(r)
E restricts to ℓ
(r)
E′ .
(5) (ℓ
(r)
E )
∗ is a map of graded k-algebras, inducing
Pℓ
(r)
E : PYE = ProjS
•((JE/J
2
E)
∗) → Projk[Vr(E)]
which is the composition of a p-isogeny and a closed immersion.
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from the observation that ((gj − e)∨)p
i
(a(g − e)) =
((gj − e)∨(a(g − e)))p
i
equals ap
i
if g = gj and 0 if g 6= gj . We verify assertion (2)
by observing that ((gj − e)∨)p
i
((g − e)(h− e) = 0 for all g, h ∈ E. The restriction
map Vr(E) → Vr−1(E) is given on coordinate functions by the natural inclusion
k[X
(i)
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 0 ≤ i < r − 1] → k[X
(i)
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 0 ≤ i < r] which establishes
assertion (3).
Assertion (4) follows from assertion (3) which tells us that that ℓ
(r)
E factors
through AJE ։ AJE/J2E and thus does not depend upon a splitting of JE ։ JE/J
2
E.
The algebra map (ℓ
(r)
E )
∗ : k[Vr(E)]→ S•((JE/J2E)), X
(i)
j 7→ ((gj−e)
∨)p
i
factors
as
k[Vr(E)] ։ S
•({((gj − e)
∨)p
i
}) →֒ S•((JE/J
2
E)),
whose associated map of schemes is a composition of a p-isogeny and a closed
immersion. 
One special aspect of the algebraic group E is the existence of an inverse (given
by truncation) of the natural inclusion kE(r) → kE (defined as the “dual” of the
quotient map k[E]→ k[E(r)]). We denote the composition of the natural inclusion
kE →֒ with this inverse by trE : kE → kE(r).
The following proposition relates the universal p-nilpotent operator ΘE ∈ AE ⊗
kE to the universal p-nilpotent operator ΘE(r) .
Proposition 5.8. Retain the notation of Proposition 5.7. Modulo terms in Rad2(kE(r)),
the universal p-nilpotent operator ΘE(r) equals
(31) ΘE(r) ≡
s∑
j=1
r−1∑
i=0
(X
(i)
j )
pr−i−1 ⊗ ujr−i−1 ∈ k[Vr(E)]⊗ kE(r).
Modulo terms in Rad2(kE), ΘE equals
(32) ΘE ≡
s∑
j=1
(gj − e)
∨ ⊗ gj − e ∈ AE ⊗ kE
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for any choice of basis {g1, . . . , gr} of E (so that ΘE is the restriction of
∑s
j=1 (gj − e)
∨
⊗
gj − e ∈ BE ⊗ kE along s∗E : AE → BE).
We set ΘE
(r−1)
≡
∑s
j=1((gj − e)
∨)p
r−1
⊗ gj − e. Then
(33) ((ℓ
(r)
E )
∗ ⊗ 1)(ΘE(r)) = (1⊗ trE∗)(ΘE
(r−1)
) ∈ BE ⊗ kE(r).
In other words, we have the following commutative square
(34)
k[E(r)]
tr∗E

ΘE(r) // k[Vr(E)]
(ℓ
(r)
E
)∗

k[E]
Θ
(r−1)
E // BE .
Proof. The explicit description of ΘE(r) is given towards the end of the proof of
[29, Prop 6.5]. The description of ΘE is implicit in the first sentence of the proof
of Proposition 3.1.
Since BE is reduced, to verify the commutativity of (34) it suffices to consider
the composition of the two maps k[E(r)]→ BE with the valuation maps c(gj − e) :
BE → K for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ s and each c ∈ K for field extensions K/k (these are
the geometric points of YE = SpecBE). An explicit computation verifies that each
of these compositions sends X
(i)
j to c
pr−1uji ∈ KE(r). 
As for Θτ in Definition 2.7 and PΘτ in Definition 2.15, the operators of the
previous proposition produce determine module homomorphisms. These are the
subject of the next proposition.
Proposition 5.9. Retain the notation of Proposition 5.8. For any finite dimen-
sional kE-module, the kernel, cokernel, and image of PΘE,M
(r−1)
are coherent
sheaves on PXE which are the (r − 1)-st Frobenius twists of kernel, cokernel, and
image of PΘE,M .
For any kE-module M of constant j-rank, the kernel, cokernel, and image of
(35)
(PΘE,M
(r−1)
)j+t((PΘ
(r−1)
E,M )
j−(PΘE,M
(r−1)
)j) : OPXE [t]⊗M → OPXE (jp
r−1)[t]⊗M
are coherent sheaves on PXE × A1 which restrict to vector bundles on UE × A1.
Similarly, If M is a E(r)-module of constant j-rank, then the kernel, cokernel,
and image of
(36) (PΘE(r),M )
j + t((PΘE(r),M )
j − (PΘE(r),M )
j)
are vector bundles on Projk[Vr(E)]× A1.
Consequently, assuming constant j-rank, the classes in K0(UE) of
ker{(PΘE,M
(r−1)
)j}, ker{(PΘ
(r−1)
E,M )
j}
are equal, as are the classes in K0(Projk[Vr(E)]) of
ker{(PΘE(r),M )
j}, ker{(PΘE(r),M )
j}.
The analogous equalities with kernel replaced by image and with kernel replaced by
cokernel are also valid.
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Proof. The identification of the kernel, image, cokernel of PΘE,M
(r−1)
as r − 1-st
Frobenius twists of the kernel, image, cokernel of PΘE,M follows directly from the
observation that ΘE
(r−1)
is the pull-back along the r−1-st Frobenius F r−1 : XE →
XE of ΘE.
We readily verify that (35) is a well defined map ofM⊗OPXE×A1-modules arising
from a homogeneous AE [t]-endomorphism of M ⊗AE [t] of degree jpr−1. To verify
that the asserted kernels, cokernels, and images are vector bundles, it suffices by
Proposition 2.11 to verify that these have fibers at points of PXE×A1 of dimension
equal to the constant j-rank ofM . This follows from the observation that the fibers
of PΘ
(r−1)
E,M )
j − (PΘE,M
(r−1)
)j at points of PXE are all of smaller dimension. This
latter fact is a consequence of the fact that at each K-point of PXE the action of
this difference operator is given by an element of Radj+1(KE) on K ⊗M which
necessarily has rank less than the (constant) rank of the j-th power of elements of
Rad(KE)\Rad2(KE) on K ⊗M .
Observe that the vector bundles of UE given by restricting ker{(PΘE,M
(r−1)
)j},
ker{(PΘ
(r−1)
E,M )
j} are restrictions to UE×{0}, UE ×{1} of the kernel vector bundle
on UE × A1 associated to (35). Thus, homotopy invariance of K0(−) tells us that
the classes of these vector bundles in K0(•UE) are equal. Replacing kernels by
either images or cokernels gives the corresponding equality of classes in K0(•UE).
The verification of the analogous statements for E(r)-modules M of constant
j-rank requires only notational changes of the verification for kE-modules. 
We recall the following definition of exponential degree for a rational G-module.
(See also the definition of “nilpotent degree” of M in [9, Defn 2.5].)
Definition 5.10. ([10, Defn 4.5]) Let G be a linear algebraic group and let M be a
rational G module. Then M is said to have exponential degree < pr if the coaction
M → M ⊗ k[G]
ψ∗
→ M ⊗ k[Ga] =M ⊗ k[T ]
for any 1-parameter subgroup ψ : Ga → G lies inM⊗k[T ]<pr , where k[T ]<pr ⊂ k[T ]
is the sub-coalgebra of polynomials of degree < pr.
Every finite dimensional rational G-moduleM has finite exponential degree pro-
vided that 1-parameter subgroups Ga → G are parametrized by finite sequences of
elements of g. This is the case for G equal to E or for G satisfying Hypothesis 5.3 .
Proposition 5.11. Retain the notation of Propositions 5.7 and 5.8; in particular,
E is an elementary abelian p-group of rank s and E ≃ G×sa . Let M be a finite
dimensional rational E-module whose restriction to E(r) has non-zero constant j-
rank and which has exponential degree < pr. Thus, the restriction of M to E has
constant j-rank equal to constant j-rank of M restricted to E(r)).
The classes in K0(UE) of the (r − 1)-st Frobenius twists of the vector bundles
ker{(PΘE,M )
j}, coker{(PΘE,M)
j}, im{(PΘE,M)
j}
on UE constructed in Theorem 2.16 are equal to the images under
(Pℓ
(r)
E )
∗ : K0(Projk[Vr(E)]) → K0(UE)
of the classes of the corresponding vector bundles
ker{PΘjE(r),M}, coker{PΘ
j
E(r),M
}, im{PΘjE(r),M}
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on Projk[Vr(E)] constructed in [15].
Proof. By [9, Thm 4.11], if M has constant j-rank for E(r) and has exponential
degree < pr, then M has constant j-rank for kE. By Proposition 5.9, it suffices to
replace the (r−1)-st Frobenius twists of kernel, image, and cokernel of (PΘE,M)j by
the kernel, image, and cokernel of (PΘE,M
(r−1)
)j , and it suffices to replace kernel,
image, and cokernel of (PΘE(r),M )
j by kernel, image, and cokernel of (PΘE(r),M )
j .
Under the hypothesis that M has exponential degree < pr, we claim that the
equality (33) implies that the kernel, image, and cokernel of PΘE,M
(r−1)
are iso-
morphic as coherent sheaves on PXE to the result of applying (Pℓ
(r)
E )
∗ to the
kernel, image, and cokernel of PΘE(r),M
j
. Namely, this hypothesis implies that
PΘE,M
(r−1)
equals P(1 ⊗ trE∗)(ΘE,M
(r−1)
) which by (33) equals the restriction
along Pℓ
(r)
E : PXE → Projk[Vr(E)] of PΘE(r),M ). 
We extend the construction of ℓ
(r)
E of Proposition 5.7 to arbitrary finite groups
using the exponentiation map exp of Theorem 5.4.
Proposition 5.12. Retain the hypotheses and notation of Proposition 5.6. Let
E ⊂ G(Fp) be an elementary abelian p-group corresponding as in Proposition 5.5
to the elementary subalgebra ǫE ⊂ gFp and define the embedding iE : E →֒ G as
the embedding of the image of the map exp : ǫE ⊗ k → G. Then the composition
(iE)∗ ◦ ℓ
(r)
E : XE → Vr(E) → Vr(G)
restricts to (iE′)∗ ◦ ℓ
(r)
E′ : XE′ → Vr(G) for any E
′ ⊂ E in E(τ).
Consequently, the colimit indexed by E ∈ E(τ) of the maps (iE)∗ ◦ ℓ
(r)
E ,
ℓ(r)τ ≡ lim−→
E∈E(τ
((iE)∗ ◦ ℓ
(r)
E ) : Xτ ≡ lim−→
E∈E(τ)
AJE → Vr(G)
is a well defined, τ-equivariant, graded map which projects to ℓ
(r−1)
τ and factors
through the projection pτ : Xτ → Yτ .
Furthermore, ℓ
(r)
τ determines the τ-equivariant map
Pℓ(r)τ : PYτ → Projk[Vr(G)]
which is the composition of a p-isogeny and a closed immersion.
Proof. The fact that (iE)∗ ◦ ℓ
(r)
E restricts to (iE′)∗ ◦ ℓ
(r)
E′ is a consequence of Proposi-
tion 5.7(4) and naturality of exp with respect to an inclusion of elementary subalge-
bras of g. This implies that the colimit ℓ
(r)
τ is well defined. Since each ℓ
(r)
E is graded
and since the grading on Vr(G) is functorial with respect to G, we conclude that
ℓ
(r)
τ is a map of graded k-algebras. Since each ℓ
(r)
E factors through the projection
XE → YE by Proposition 5.7, we conclude that ℓ
(r)
τ factors through the projection
Xτ → Yτ .
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To show that ℓ
(r)
τ is τ -equivariant we verify the commutativity for each x ∈ τ of
the following diagram
(37)
XE
cx

ℓ
(r)
E // Vr(E)
cx

iE∗ // Vr(G)
cx

XEx
ℓ
(r)
Ex // Vr(E
x)
iEx∗ // Vr(G)
where cx denotes conjugation by x. The commutativity of the left square is seen
by examining the definition of ℓ
(r)
E in (30), whereas the commutativity of the right
square follows by naturality of Vr(−) and the equality cx ◦ iE = iEx ◦ cx.
Since ℓ
(r)
τ is a map of graded k-algebras, it induces Pℓ
(r)
τ : PYτ → Projk[Vr(G)].
Taking the colimit of the factorizations of each (ℓ
(r)
E )
∗ given in the proof of Propo-
sition 5.7 provides the asserted factorization of Pℓ
(r)
τ . 
We now extend Proposition 5.11 to G. The theorem below sharpens relationships
between the restrictions to G(Fp) and to G(1) of a rational G-module established
for example in [18], [6] and later investigations of the relationships between the
restrictions of M to G(Fp) and G(r). Thanks to Corollary 4.6 and the construction
of ℓ
(r)
τ in Proposition 5.12, the proof follows “immediately” from Proposition 5.11.
Theorem 5.13. Assume that G satisfies the conditions of Hypothesis 5.3. Let M
be a finite dimensional rational G-module whose restriction to G(r) has non-zero
constant j-rank and which has exponential degree < pr. Thus, the restriction of M
to τ ≡ G(Fp) has constant j-rank equal to that of M restricted to G(r)).
The classes in K0(Uτ ) of the (r − 1)-st Frobenius twists of the vector bundles
ker{(PΘτ,M)
j}, coker{(PΘτ,M)
j}, im{(PΘτ,M)
j}
on Uτ constructed in Theorem 2.16 are equal to the images under
(Pℓ(r)τ )
∗ : K0(Projk[Vr(G)]) → K0(Uτ )
of the classes of the corresponding vector bundles
ker{PΘjE(r),M}, coker{PΘ
j
E(r),M
}, im{PΘjE(r),M}
on Projk[Vr(G)] constructed in [15].
Proof. BecauseM has exponential degree < pr, M has constant j-rank for τ when-
ever M has constant j-rank for G(r) by [9, Cor 4.14].
Corollary 4.6 tells us that the natural mapK0(Uτ )→
⊕s
i=1K0(UEi) is injective,
where {E1, . . . , Es} are the maximal elements of E(τ). Naturality of our construc-
tions implies that it suffices to verification the asserted equalities for each Ei in
place of τ . This is the content of Proposition 5.11. 
Remark 5.14. The correspondence in Proposition 3.3 is not associated to maps
of (finite) group schemes, rather uses an identification of algebras of the non-
isomorphic Hopf algebras kE and kG×sa . The necessity of considering higher order
Frobenius kernels as in Theorem 5.13 is particularly evident when considering a
rational G-module M which is the Frobenius twist M = N (1) of another rational
G-module N . In this case, the restriction of M to G(1) is trivial.
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6. Considerations for G⋊ τ
Throughout this section, G will denote an infinitesimal group scheme (i.e., a
group scheme whose coordinate algebra is a local, finite dimensional k-algebra whose
maximal ideal is nilpotent) of height ≤ r for some r > 0 and τ will denote a finite
group. If k is algebraically closed, then any finite group scheme over k is of the
form G⋊ τ , where G is the connected component of the finite group scheme and τ
is its group of connected components. In this section, we associate vector bundles
to modules of constant j-type for such semi-direct products G⋊ τ .
We first consider the case that the action of τ on G is trivial; in other words, we
consider G× τ .
We recall the map of k-algebras
(38) ǫ : k[t]/tp → kGa(r) = k[u0, . . . , ur−1]/(u
p
i ), t 7→ ur−1;
this is a Hopf algebra map if and only if r = 1. For any K-point ψ of the affine
scheme Vr(G) corresponding to the 1-parameter subgroup ψ : Ga(r),K → KG, we
associate the following π-point of G
αψ : K[t]/t
p = KGa(1)
ǫ
→ KGa(r)
ψα
→ KG.
(Here, and in what follows, we denote by kG the k-linear dual of the coordinate
algebra k[G] of G.)
For any K-point (ψ, u) of Vr(G) ×Xτ , we associate
(39)
αψ,u : K[t]/t
p → K(G×τ), t 7→ αψ(t)⊗1+1⊗αu(t) ∈ KG⊗KKE ⊂ K(G×τ, )
where E ⊂ τ is some elementary abelian p-subgroup such that u ∈ JE ⊗K is a K
point of XE = AJE ⊂ Xτ and αu : K[t]/t
p → KE sends t to u.
Definition 6.1. We set
AG×τ ≡ k[Vr(G)] ⊗Aτ , BG×τ ≡ k[Vr(G)] ⊗Bτ
so that
XG×τ ≡ SpecAG×τ = Vr(G)×Xτ , YG×τ ≡ SpecBG×τ = Vr(G)× Yτ .
Similarly, we define
A
(2)
G×τ ≡ k[Vr(G)] ⊗A
(2)
τ , X
(2)
G×τ ≡ SpecA
(2)
G×τ .
We recall that k[Vr(G)] admits a natural grading (see [29]) and thus so does AG×τ .
We define
PXG×τ ≡ Proj(AG×τ ), UG×τ ≡ ProjAG×τ\ProjA
(2)
G×τ .
Finally, we equip
XG×τ , X
(2)
G×τ , YG×τ , XG×τ\X
(2)
G×τ ; PXG×τ , PX
(2)
G×τ , PYG×τ , UG×τ
with the actions of τ determined by the trivial action on Vr(G) and the action on
Xτ determined by the action of τ on the partially ordered set E(τ) of elementary
abelian p-subgroups of τ .
We recall the natural map of finitely generated k-algebras ψ : H•(G, k) →
k[Vr(G)] of [29] which is a “p-isogeny” as proved in [30, Thm 5.2]; in other words,
every element of the kernel of ψ has some p-th power 0 and every element is k[Vr(G)]
has some p-th power in the image of ψ. This implies that the morphism on prime
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spectral Spec k[Vr(G)] → SpecH•(G, k) induced by ψ is a homemorphism. We
also recall that Quillen’s theorem [23, Thm 7.1] asserts that the restriction map
ρ : H•(τ, k) → (lim
←−E∈E(τ)
H∗(E, k))τ = (Aτ )
τ is a p-isogeny.
The tensor product of the p-isogenies ψ : H•(G, k) → k[Vr(G)] and ρ :
H•(τ, k) → (lim
←−E∈E(τ)
H∗(E, k)τ ) determines p-isogenies
(AG×τ )
τ = k[Vr(G)] ⊗ (Aτ )
τ ← H•(G, k)⊗H•(τ, k) → H•(G× τ, k),
which induce a natural homeomorphism SpecH•(G× τ, k)
≈
→ (Yτ/τ)× Vr(G).
These p-isogenies are maps of graded algebras, thereby determining morphisms
(40) Π(G× τ) ≃ ProjH•(G× τ, k) → Proj(H•(G, k)⊗H•(τ, k)) ← (PYG×τ )/τ
which are homoemorphisms.
Definition 6.2. Define
ΘG×τ = p
∗
1(ΘG)+p
∗
2(Θ
(r−1)
τ ) ∈ (k[Vr(G)]⊗kG)⊗ (Aτ ⊗kτ) ≃ AG×τ ⊗k(G× τ),
where ΘG ∈ k[Vr(G)]⊗kG is the universal p-nilpotent operator constructed in [15],
Θτ ∈ Aτ ⊗ kτ is given in Definition 2.5, and Θ
(r−1)
τ = F r−1∗(Θτ ) is the image of
Θτ under the map F
r−1 × 1 : Aτ ⊗ kτ → Aτ ⊗ kτ (in other words, the (r − 1)-st
Frobenius twist of Θτ ).
For any k(G×τ)-moduleM , define the AG×τ -linear endomorphism of AG×τ⊗M
ΘG×τ,M : AG×τ ⊗M → AG×τ ⊗M, 1⊗m 7→ ΘG(m) + Θ
(r−1)
τ (m)
and similarly define the OPXG×τ -linear map of sheaves on Proj(AG×τ ) by
PΘG×τ,M : OPXG×τ ⊗M → (OPXG×τ ⊗M)(p
r−1), m→ PΘG(m)+PΘ
(r−1)
τ (m).
(See [15, Prop 2.1] for the graded degree of ΘG.)
We next proceed to extend Proposition 2.8 to finite group schemes of the form
G× τ .
Proposition 6.3. The specialization of the action of ΘG×τ,M on M ⊗AG×τ along
some geometric point
ξ = (ψ, u) : AG×τ → K is given by
ΘG×τ,M,ξ : K ⊗M → K ⊗M, m 7→ (αψ,u(t)) ·m = αψ(t) ·m+ αF r−1(u)(t) ·m.
For any k(G×kτ)-module M , ΘG×τ,M is τ-equivariant and has p-th power equal
to 0.
Proof. The identification of the specialization of the action of ΘG×τ,M follows imme-
diately from the facts that the specialization of the action of ΘG,M onM⊗k[Vr(G)]
at ψ is given by multiplication by αψ(t) and the specialization of the action of Θτ,M
on M ⊗Aτ at u ∈ JE ⊂ Xτ is given by multiplication by u.
Since τ acts trivially on G (and therefore on KG and k[Vr(G)]) and since Θτ,M
is τ -equivariant by Propositon 2.8, we conclude that ΘG×τ,M is also τ -equivariant
for this is a “linear extension” of the sum of Θτ,M and ΘG×τ,M .
Since elements of G commute with elements of τ in G × τ , we conclude that
the (Zariski) localization of (ΘG×τ,M )
p at any scheme point ξ = (ψ, u) : AG×τ →
k(ψ, u) is given by the sum of multiplication by the Zariski localization of (ΘG,M )
p
and of (Θ
(r−1)
τ,M )
p, both of which are 0. 
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Since ΘG×τ is homogeneous of degree p
r−1 in AG×τ ⊗ k(G × τ) viewed as a
graded module over the (commutative) graded algebra AG×τ with k(G× τ) placed
in degree 0, ΘG×τ determines
PΘG×τ : OPXG×τ → OPXG×τ (p
r−1)
and restricts to
PΘG×τ : OUG×τ → OUG×τ (p
r−1)
The following theorem is the evident generalization of Theorem 2.16; the proof
of the latter theorem applies to prove Theorem 6.4 with only minor “notational
changes” replacingUτ , PXτ , Θτ , Aτ by their generalizationsUG×τ , PXG×τ , ΘG×τ ,
AG×τ , and adjusting references accordingly.
Theorem 6.4. Let τ be a finite group and G an infinitesimal group scheme G of
height ≤ r. If M is a finite dimensional G× τ-module of constant j-rank, then the
restrictions to UG×τ of the τ-equivariant coherent sheaves on PXG×τ
ker{(PΘG×τ,M)
j}, coker{(PΘG×τ,M)
j}, im{(PΘG×τ,M)
j}
are τ-equivariant vector bundles on UG×τ .
We now consider a general semi-direct product G ⋊ τ with G infinitesimal and
τ finite. We utilize the limits lim
−→(E′,E)⊂τ
and lim
←−(E′,E)⊂τ
indexed by the partially
ordered subset of pairs (E′ ⊂ E) of elementary abelian p-subgroups of τ ; a map of
such pairs (F ′ ⊂ F )→ (E′ ⊂ E) is a quadruple F ′ ⊂ E′ ⊂ E ⊂ F . Observe that τ
acts on this indexing category, with g ∈ τ sending (E′ ⊂ E) to ((E′)g ⊂ Eg).
We consider the natural map from pairs (E′, E) ⊂ τ to subgroup schemes of
G⋊ τ :
(E′, E) ⊂ τ 7→ GE × E′,
where GE ⊂ G is the centralizer of E in G. Since GE ⊂ G is also infinitesimal, it
is connected. Observe that
(F ′ ⊂ F )→ (E′ ⊂ E) ⇒ GF × F ′ →֒ GE × E′.
Proposition 4.12 of [13] (see also Corollary 5.4 of [12]) asserts that the Π-point
space Π(G ⋊ τ) (isomorphic as schemes to ProjH•(G ⋊ τ, k)) is given by the fol-
lowing:
( lim
−→
(E′,E)⊂τ
Π(GE × E′))/τ
∼
→ Π(G⋊ τ).
This suggests extending Theorem 6.4 by using Theorem 6.4 and applying lim
−→(E′,E)⊂τ
(−),
which we now proceed to do.
Proposition 6.5. Consider G ⋊ τ with G infinitesimal of height ≤ r for some
r > 0 and τ finite. The limits
AG⋊τ ≡ lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
AGE×E′ , BG⋊τ ≡ lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
BGE×E′ , A
(2)
G⋊τ ≡ lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
A
(2)
GE×E′
are finitely generated commutative k-algebras equipped with actions of τ and natural
gradings. These algebras are the coordinate algebras of the affine schemes repre-
senting the indicated colimits of schemes
XG⋊τ ≃ lim−→
(E,E′)⊂τ
XGE×E′ , YG⋊τ ≃ lim−→
(E,E′)⊂τ
YGE×E′ , X
(2)
G⋊τ ≃ lim−→
(E,E′)⊂τ
X
(2)
GE×E′
.
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Applying Proj(−), we obtain the following schemes (the first two of which are pro-
jective)
PXG⋊τ , PYG⋊τ , UG⋊τ ≡ PXG⋊τ\PX
(2)
G⋊τ ≃ lim−→
(E,E′)⊂τ
UGE×E′ .
The natural maps
pG⋊τ : XG⋊τ → YG⋊τ ; pG⋊τ : UG⋊τ → PYG⋊τ
are τ-equivariant.
Furthermore, there is a natural p-isogeny PYG⋊τ/τ
≃
→ Π(G⋊ τ).
Proof. We consider the colimit lim
−→(E,E′)⊂τ
Vr(G
E)×AJE′ , constructed inductively
by push-out squares as follows. We let {Ei,1, . . . Ei,ni} denote the set of the elemen-
tary abelian subgroups of τ of rank i. We begin with Vr(G) and take the pushout
of
Vr(G) × {0} ←
n1∐
j=1
Vr(G
E1,j )× {0} →
n1∐
j=1
Vr(G
E1,j )× AJ(E1,j),
which we denote by C1. By attaching each Vr(G
E1,j )× AJ(E1,j) one at a time, we
may express C1 as a succession of pushouts with both “left arrow” and “right arrow”
a closed immersion. We proceed inductively with the respect to i to construct Ci+1.
Namely, we view Ci+1 as the pushout (for a fixed i) of
Ci ←
∐
Ei−i,j′⊂Ei,j
Vr(G
Ei,j )× AJ(Ei−1,j′ ) →
ni∐
j=1
Vr(G
Ei,j )× AJ(Ei,j).
We proceed by induction on j, 1 ≤ j ≤ nj , viewing Ci+1 as a colimit of pushouts
Ci,j defined as the pushouts (now for a fixed i, j)
Ci,j−1 ←
∐
Ei−i,j′⊂Ei,j
Vr(G
Ei,j )× AJ(Ei−1,j′ ) → Vr(G
Ei,j )× AJ(Ei,j).
We identify this pushout as the pushout (once again for fixed i, j) of
(41) Ci,j−1 ← lim−→
F∈E(Ei,j)′
Vr(G
Ei,j )× AJ(F ) → Vr(G
Ei,j )× AJ(Ei,j),
where E(Ei,j)′ is the partially ordered subset of proper subgroups of Ei,j . The
colimit in (41) is shown to be representable and the map to Vr(G
Ei,j )×AJ(Ei,j) is
verified to be a closed embedding using a simple version of the argument Proposition
1.2 which in turn uses Theorem 1.1. The left map of (41) is the natural map from
the colimit to Ci,j−1 which is recursively seen to be a closed immersion.
Consequently, proceeding step by step along this iterated induction context, we
conclude that
XG⋊τ ≡ lim−→
(E,E′)⊂τ
XGE×E′ = lim−→
(E,E′)⊂τ
Vr(G
E)×AJE′
is representable, constructed as the spectrum of the inverse limit of corresponding
coordinate algebras of Vr(G
E)×AJE′ .
The representability of lim
−→(E,E′)⊂τ
YGE×E′ , lim−→(E,E′)⊂τ
X
(2)
GE×E′
is proved in a
completely similar fashion. The construction of the map pG⋊τ : XG⋊τ → YG⋊τ
follows easily from the functorial property of colimits. The associated projective
schemes PXG⋊τ , PYG⋊τ and the map UG⋊τ → PYG⋊τ are constructed using the
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gradings as in Section 2. The asserted τ -equivariance of pG⋊τ follows from the
τ -equivariance of pτ .
Finally, the fact that the natural map (lim
−→(E,E′)⊂τ
Π(GE ×E′))/τ
∼
→ Π(G⋊ τ)
is a p-isogeny is essentially given in [12, 5.4] (see also [13, 4.12]). On the other
hand, the p-isogeny Π(GE×E′)
∼
→ Proj(k[Vr(G)]⊗S•(JE′/J2E′)) follows from [30,
Thm 5.2]. We identify (lim
−→(E,E′)⊂τ
Proj(k[Vr(G)]⊗S•(JE′/J2E′)))/τ with PYG⋊τ/τ .
Thus, composing the quotient by τ of the colimit of the second p-isogeny with the
first p-isogeny determines PYG⋊τ/τ
≃
→ Π(G⋊ τ). 
Definition 6.6. Consider the semi-direct product G⋊τ where G is an infinitesimal
group scheme over k and τ is a finite group. We define
ΘG⋊τ ≡ lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
ΘGE×E′ ∈ lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
AGE×E′ ⊗ k(G
E ⊗ kE′).
For any finite dimensional k(G⋊ τ)-module M , we define
ΘG⋊τ,M ≡ lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
ΘGE×E′,M :M ⊗AG⋊τ → M ⊗AG⋊τ
as the limit of the maps ΘGE×E′,M :M ⊗AGE×E′ →M ⊗AGE×E′ . Here, we have
identified M ⊗AG⋊τ with lim←−(E,E′)⊂τ
M ⊗AGE×E′ .
Proposition 6.7. For any k(G⋊ τ)-module M , ΘG⋊τ,M determines an OPXG⋊τ -
linear map
PΘG⋊τ,M : OPXG×τ ⊗M → (OPXG⋊τ ⊗M)(1)
which is τ-equivariant and whose p-th iterate is 0.
Proof. We view ΘG⋊τ,M as a map of the graded AG⋊τ -module M ⊗ AG⋊τ to the
graded module M ⊗AG⋊τ [1], thereby determining PΘG⋊τ,M . Since ΘG⋊τ,M is the
limit of graded maps of AGE×E′-modules,
PΘG⋊τ,M = lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
PΘGE×E′,M
Since each PΘGE×E′,M has p-th power is 0, the p-th power of PΘG⋊τ,M is also 0.
To prove that ΘG⋊τ,M is τ -equivariant, we adapt the proof of Proposition 2.8
for Θτ,M . For m ∈M we write
ΘG⋊τ,M(m) = lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
∑
φGE ⊗ fE′ ⊗ (XGE ⊗ uE′)(m),
where for each (E,E′) the sum is indexed by finitely many 4-tuples
φGE ∈ k[Vr(G
E)], fE′ ∈ S
•(J∗E′), XGE ∈ k(G
E)), uE′ ∈ JE′ .
Applying g ∈ τ to ΘG⋊τ,M (m) gives
lim←−
(E,E′)⊂τ
∑
g(φGE )⊗ g(fE′)⊗ g · (XGE ⊗ uE′)(m)
which equals ΘG⋊τ,M(g(m)) (after reindexing).
The τ -equivariance of ΘG⋊τ,M implies the τ -equivariance of PΘG⋊τ,M . 
We provide one last construction of vector bundles, this time associated to finite
dimensional G⋊ τ -module of constant j-rank.
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Theorem 6.8. Consider the finite group scheme G ⋊ τ , with G infinitesimal of
height ≤ r and τ a finite group. If M is a finite dimensional G ⋊ τ-module of
constant j-rank, then the restrictions to UG⋊τ of the coherent sheaves on PXG⋊τ
ker{(PΘG⋊τ,M)
j}, coker{(PΘG⋊τ,M)
j)}, im{(PΘG⋊τ,M)
j}
τ-equivariant are vector bundles on UG⋊τ .
Proof. Since UG⋊τ = lim−→(E,E′)⊂τ UG
E×E′ , it suffices to observe that each of
ker{(PΘG⋊τ,M)j}, coker{(PΘG⋊τ,M )j)}, im{(PΘG⋊τ,M)j} restrict to vector bun-
dles on each UGE×E′ by Theorem 6.4 and apply Milnor’s patching argument [20,
Thm 2.1]. 
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